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Abstract:
The original objective of this thesis was to compare alternative methods of skidding logs using
regression equations currently available in forestry publications. From data gathered it became evident
that these equations lacked versatility and would not form a valid basis of comparison. If equations
were to be used for comparison, they would have to be obtained from data collected from systems with
similar significant characteristics.

Therefore, the objective was changed to establishing a method whereby alternative skidding systems
could be compared. Time studies and direct measurements were used to gather data. Analyses of
variance and regression analyses were used to find the significant variables and to establish their effects
on production. Finally, equations for relative profit per hour were established so that the seven methods
of skidding studied could be compared.

The generality of the results of the comparisons must be determined by those making the application.
The method of comparison includes both the significant variables and statistical confidence intervals to
provide flexibility as well as reliance.

It was concluded that the established method was a valid means of comparison and could be applied in
the evaluation of other skidding systems. In addition, the possibility of using Monte Carlo simulation
techniques, when distributions of the significant variables were available, was established. 
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ABSTRACT

The original objective.of this thesis was to compare alter
native methods of skidding logs using regression equations currently 
available in.forestry publications. From data gathered it became 
evident that these equations lacked versatility and would not form 
a valid basis of comparison. If equations were to be used for 
comparison, they would have to be obtained from data collected from 
systems with.similar significant characteristics.

Therefore, the objective was changed to establishing a method 
whereby alternative skidding systems could be compared. Time studies 
and direct measurements were used.to gather data. Analyses of 
variance and regression.analyses were used to find the significant 
variables and to establish .their.effects on production. Finally, 
equations for relative, profit per.hour were established so that the 
seven methods of' skidding studied could be compared.

The generality of the results of the comparisons must be deter
mined by those.making the application. The method of comparison 
includes both the significant variables and statistical confidence 
intervals to.provide: flexibility as well as reliance.

It was concluded. that the ".established method was a valid means 
of comparison and could be applied in the evaluation of other 
skidding systems. In. addition, the possibility of using Monte 
Carlo simulation, techniques,-when...distributions of the significant 
variables were available, was established.



CHAPTER;I

-IRTRODHCTIOE

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND OF THE PROBLEM

.Forest products .have 'been 'important .throughout history. .Tradi

tionally used for providing-shelter, they have been•expanded to serve a 

.variety, of purposes. ,Increasing .demand for pulp ,wood and the need for 

more building-materials have.lead .the forest products industry to take 

steps -to increase production.

.If production increases without increased efficiency, disaster often 

follows. By using machines primarily designed.for the construction'in

dustry, many small-loggers-who-increase production-are going bankrupt.

.The necessity for -better machines-and methods is reflected in the high 

cost -of lumber. Although lumber remains-a primary-building material, 

others-are being developed which are competing strongly with wood. This 

coupled,with increased restrictions placed-upon■loggers:'by- public-agencies 

points t o ‘the necessity for increased production'.at a .lower cost to the 

'logger.

The great forests of this country constitute a - natural resource which 

. if used wisely could.bring wealth and comfort to ■ a ULarge number of people. 

On the other hand, waste, greed, or inefficiency could destroy this 

resource.for the present and. future generations. -In the Rocky Mountain 

area-there.are -special-problems-which must be -taken into consideration. 

Steep -slopes hinder the logging-in-vast .areas, characterized by small stem 

med.trees. By harvesting these small stemmed trees,.they can.be replaced
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by a more productive species.

Until recent years,,the principles of industrial engineering have not 

been applied .to .the-logging .industry. .Most of the research done in the 

industry has been devoted ..to-timber, .range, and watershed management. As, 

a result, logging.- lags -'behind other industries. It is the purpose-of this 

thesis-to aid.the industry by presenting a.method of choosing .available 

equipment to do the most -economical job of skidding.

■ Skidding is that part of. logging which - is proceeded by-'log making 

and .succeeded .by/log loading. .It consists of moving the logs from :the 

woods to-a-place-where.-they can be conveniently loaded for shipment. The 

word skidding.is used exclusively-in this-thesis to describe this operation. 

• This Is done-for consistency even though many of the operations described 

are more accurately called "yarding" or even "flying".

Seven methods of skidding were studied; each method employed either a 

: different .size-or a .-different-type of skidder. For a description of the 

■skidders and methods studied see LeRoy Stevens , Chapters III and.IV.
(U)

STATEMENT■OF THE PROBLEM AHD PROCEDURE

.The general problem is to produce more forest products at a lower cost 

in -dollars and.resources. .First,-present logging systems employed should■ 

be studied and understood. Then.the best.methods found should be applied 

.throughout -the industry. This would result-in a quick .improvement. At 

the. same time as present .systems are being studied, feasibility studies 

can be made for future -developments of better methods and machines. By
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using this two phase plan, the logging companies will be in a position to 

• increase productivity while waiting.for more advanced systems to be 

developed-

The necessity for 'breaking the logging system down into subsystems is 

apparent. The logging system can be defined as the harvesting of trees 

and their transportation to the mill- Obviously a study of the entire 

system-would be impossible in the time alloted for this thesis. For this 

reason, it was.decided to study only the subsystem of skidding primarily 

"because of the high cost of skidding and.the likelihood of reducing.this 

cost.

-In light.of the above, the objective of the project resulting:in 

this thesis was to ■ study the present methods being employed in skidding 

and to establish a method to compare present skidding systems.

SUMMARY OF PAST WORK

■Past work has concentrated for the most part on specific machines
• •rather than the comparison of different machines. .LeRoy S t e v e n s w e n t

■ into great..detail in .determining the variables that affect crawler

operation. He used analysis of variance to'find the significance of many

variables,and he compared three sizes of crawlers-under varying.conditions.

The use of regression-equations was applied as eafly as 1953 by

Campbell ,.whose equations predicted cycle times of teams of horses as
(2)

well as crawlers. Corcoran also used .regression -equations - to study the
(3)

effects of an arch on the productivity of crawlers. .McCraw and Wren
(7) (14)



extended the use of ^egression .equations to rubber-tired skidders.

Other work has been done by the Pacific Northwest Forest and Range

Station, Portland, Oregon on advanced systems such as the skyline system.

This method is not commonly employed in the Rocky Mountain area.

For the most part regression .analyses have been used to predict times

only. In some cases cost curves were set up; however, no comparison was

made between different types of equipment. Shch a..'comparison should be on
- ' „  , ' • • '

the basis of cost or profit per hour and not just'time alone.

PROCEDURE FOR THE THESIS . ' ' - . ' •
' /  . ■ • ■ ■ ■'

It was originally intended to use the equations in the-" literature •

above to form a basis of comparing different methods-of skidding. .The

■ equations were to be used to predict time per one - skidding cycle•from

which the productivity in dollars per MBF. could be obtained. .After . ;

owning and operating costs were deducted from the productivity, the

•skidders could be compared economically. Data was to be collected in, ■
. - ' .

order to verify, disprove, or modify the existing equations. • '■

With the collection.of the data it soon became apparent that.the 

literature-equations would not hold (see Chapter IV).. The reasons for 

the discrepancies could only be found by a detailed ..investigation of all 

of the variables involved. Since this would be costly and possibly'fruit

less it was decided to continue collecting data until a sufficient amount 

of runs were recorded to perform a regression analysis for each of the 

.machines, y The comparison would be valid for the operations studied and
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it might possibly be generalized to all of the Rocky Mountain area,

At the same time the importance of the possibility of applying 

methods not currently employed in the Rocky Mountain area was not over

looked. Two trips were taken for the purpose of determining whether 

more advanced methods could be applicable. The comparison of other 

methods with current Rocky Mountain methods is given in Chapter VI.



CHAPTER II

. DEVELOPMENT OF■REGRESSION 'EQUATIONS

INTRODUCTION

As. previously mentioned the-purpose of the project which resulted, in 

this thesis was to economically compare alternative methods of skidding

• logs..:in.-the.-Rocky Mountain area. The goal of comparing methods is to 

,ultimately be able to select a method which will give a greater produc

tivity at lower cost. By selecting the method to be used by means.of a 

valid economic comparison instead of choosing the method at random or by 

personal preference, this goal can 'be accomplished. Chance - errors can be 

minimized by applying.pertinent measurements.

The first element ..of control is-measurement. Even .in-controlling the 

- type of equipment to be employed, measurement must be taken-if the selec

tion.is to.be lifted above the realm.of guesswork. The questions (l) how 

many measurements to take and (2 ) which measurements to take are probably 

the most important in.any project aimed at control. The first of these

• questions can be.handled by statistical a n a l y s i s T h e  second question 

must be answered.in the light,of another basic element = of control, the 

standard.or goal.

Since the-goal-is lower cost, measurements of cost per unit must be 

taken. One way to get these cost.figures would be to consult with the

■ loggers themselves. If loggers were asked to ■ submit ..their costs, these

■ figures would probably not .form a.basis for comparison among the various 

machines since working conditions vary. .Even if the cost per.-thousand
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.'board .feet (MBF.) associated with various machines could be isolated, 

variables such as individual methbds .and terrain characteristics could 

indicate -a-machine to.be superior when.in fact ■ it was not.

A list of 24 variables affecting skidding is given .'by LeRqy Stevens 

. It .would seem that .if a true cost study were-to .'be
(ll,p.24)
accomplished, measurements should be taken of each of these twenty-four 

variables to see their effects upon cost per MBF. for each machine. .The 

•cost of such a project might far outweigh the benefits. .For this and 

other reasons that will be discussed later, a more'limited course of 

action was taken.

TIME STUDY

It was decided to measure costs ($/MBF.) by means of time studies. 

Times were taken for the skidding.cycle (or turn) and the corresponding 

production in board foot volume for the cycle was obtained. Cost per 

hour can be. estimated . and from this the time per turn can be(n,p.90)
converted into, a cost per turn. With the board foot volume per turn the 

cost per thousand board feet can be calculated.

Time study was chosen for several reasons, .It was favored over the 

gross data'technique because a person.gathering data .wpiild be able to 

measure and record the variables that affect each cycle time. Data al

ready collected by LeRoy Stevens could also be used.if time study was 

adopted. .Decimal hour stop watches were used for continuous readings.
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Time studies were performed on seven methods of skidding. These will 

be referred to in the remainder of this thesis as: (l) small crawler,

(2) medium crawler (3) large crawler (4) small rubber -tired (5) large 

rubber-tired (6) high lead (7) jammer (See sites chosen for data collection, 

page 1 3 ) . •The skidding cycle for crawlers and rubber-tired skidders was 

divided into the following elements:

I. Time to travel unloaded.to the woods 

•2 . .Time-to hook chokers.

3. Time-to free logs

4. Time•t o ■travel.loaded.to the landing

5. Time to unhook chokers

6 . Time to deck-logs.

7. Foreign .elements, those not included ..in'1-6.

■Note: For a thorough explanation of terms used, see LeRoy Stevens.

(ll,p.58).
For the high lead method, elements #3 and #6 were omitted. Once-the 

process of hauling the logs in was started, there were no-'-,intermediate 

stops or increases in .acceleration. Therefore, a time to free-logs could 

not be determined. Element #6, decking, .consists of pushing ,the logs into 

■the pile and is necessary only for crawler and rubber-tired skidding; 

hence it was omitted for the high lead. .Data taken on.the west coast is 

similar to data collected.for the high lead and therefore elements #3 and 

§6 were omitted.
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During jammer skidding,a set of tongs is thrown■to a tong setter who 

hooks them:to - a - log. The tongs are then pulled up, to a deck 'by a modified 

shovel craneo Due to the ■ speed of the operation it was only possible.to 

record .two elements for the cycle:

■1. Time to'throw tongs put and hook a log

2. Time to pull the log back and unhook 

Element #1 was complete when the tong setter had set the tongs on a log 

and the cable was tightened. Element $2. was complete when .the log hit the 

deck and simultaneously the tongs fell free.

The number, of cycles taken.in any one time study depended upon a 

number of.variables. .A preliminary analysis was done using LeEoy Stevens *

data and:the - equation :
(11) (8,p.255)
(I) B = ( S )2

kx
Where:

W ■= number of samples required 

s = estimate of the standard .deviation 

t = t statistic from table 

■ k = per cent allowable deviation from the mean 

■x= mean value time per: cycle,
J

.Since the data.taken,by LeRoy Stevens were mixed with respect to distance.

• number of logs per turn, and slope, cycles were selected from .the data to 

hold these parameters constant. Slope was held at 33 per cent, distance 

at UOO -to 500/feet and number of logs at 7, From these cycles an estimate
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of the standard deviation was derived.

into equation (l) yields;

■( ( .023). (2.37) 
( .05),. (.1803) 36.6 '

Substituting appropriate quantities

The above indicates that 37 samples should be taken if it.ip desired to 

have 95% confidence (t  ̂ = 2 .3 7) in estimating the mean within 5% (K =

.05).' If the confidence .level is dropped to 90% qo 7 = the

number of samples drops to 24.

The above figures could serve only as a guide because the operations 

to be studied were not crawler operations. These figures did serve as.a 

guide to limit the number of readings when it was obvious that the slope, 

distance or number of logs was not going to change.

It should be added that due to the long distances the machines often

had to travel, two men were required for the time study and for the 

recording of other measurements.

OTHER MEASUREMENTS

Some of the variables that affect the length of skid cycle time have 

already been mentioned; Examination of other work done in developing 

regression equations for crawler, rubber-tired, and.portable high-lead 

skidding revealed the following dependent variables:

(1) Slope

(2) Distance (one way)

(3) Number of logs per turn

(.4) Load weight
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(5) Load volume

(6 ) Soil conditions

(7) Stand density

(8) Brush density and height

Of these eight variables only the first four were measured.

.Load volume was neglected because the method used to measure load 

weight would make load volume directly proportional to load weight. Soil 

conditions and stand density did not vary significantly for a given 

machine. Brush■density and height also did not vary a .measureable amount 

within or between machine .classifications. The reason for the non-varying 

characteristics may be due to the sites chosen for study, , to .'be explained 

later.

This left four variables which could be easily measured. Slope was 

measured directly in per cent with a clinometer. Distance was paced off 

from the deck to the place- in .the woods where the chokers were set and 

recorded to the nearest 50 feet. The number of logs per turn were 

counted at the. deck. Load weight was calculated from the volume per log 

and.number of logs by assuming a.constant density of wood. Log.lengths 

were measured, on .each cycle. -Any of the above variables which changed 

from one cycle to.the next.were recorded immediately. -In this way a 

■regression analysis could be run to determine the effects of these vari

ables on the cycle-time.
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OTHER VARIABLES

■ Because of the time limit of this study there were other variables 

not considered in this thesis, yet these variables should certainly be 

under the - consideration of anyone ,applying the results of this thesis.

.The•effects of the weather and the Seasons were not considered. The 

weather conditions during the data .collection were..warm .and dry, the 

season being,summer. Whether the conclusions obtained can 'be considered 

valid in the-spring-.or winter, when the slopes are covered with snow, 

should be taken-'dnto consideration.

Assuming-validity for the summer months, the results of this 

thesis could 'be significantly swayed by the presence op'the absence 

■of a-"good" operator. Operator ratings could range from 60% to 120%, 

indicating.that one operator may produce twice -as much as another 

under similar circumstances. In order to minimize -this effect, the 

operators chosen for study were considered to be "good" by the logging 

,contractors. .In.addition,.the contractors chosen for study managed 

a-level.and.smooth running operation. .In this way it was hoped that 

operators and machines of equivalent efficiency could be compared. Every 

effort to avoid .comparing a -poor operation of one machine, with a good 

operation of another was made.

Timber, range, and.watershed management restrictions have not been 

.reflected in'.final relative profit comparisons. This means that although 

one method may-he outstanding.from the immediate profit standpoint,■it
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may be restricted, because of conservation requirements. The increased 

number .of roads used by the jammer method of skidding and the increased 

disruption of the soil by crawlers are two examples of restrictions out

side of the scope of this thesis.

Improved methods could also change the. results of this study. For 

instance, if detachable chokers were used, a substantial savings of time 

would probably result. Other methods improvements, such as in felling 

procedures, might also make a significant contribution. This thesis 

should be used as a jumping off point for methods improvements. In and
. I

of itself, it contains a comparison of present methods only.

SITES CHOSEN FOR DATA COLLECTION

As was previously mentioned, part of the data collection was done

by LeRoy Stevens . As his thesis indicates, many different sites
(11)

were covered in order to gather data on the three classes of crawler 

skidders.

For the rubber-tired skidding operations, the sites of data collec

tion were chosen to get good consistent readings. For smaller size 

rubber-tired skidder two John Deere bkO skidders were studied. For the , 

larger size two Mountain Logger Model-CC rubber-tired skidders were 

observed. These machines Vere working in the, Gallatin National Forest 

in the vicinity of Bozeman, Montana.

There were only a limited number of high-lead and jammer operations 

within the Bozeman, Montana area. The high lead studied was a portable
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skagit model PT-UY, working on private land north of Bozeman, Montana,.

Two jammer operations were observed. Both of these machines were 

converted shovels. The jammers were also working in the Gallatin 

National Forest.

The machines' studied on the West Coast were more portable machines, 

larger machines and a completely revolutionary method (balloon). All of 

these machines except the balloon were working in the Cle Elum district 

of the Wenatchee National Forest near Cle Elum, Washington. The balloon 

operation, owned by Flying Scotsman, Inc., was studied at Deception 

Creek in Washington. Other details of these methods will be discussed in 

Chapter VI.

DATA PROCESSING

The data taken were in standard time study form with added columns 

for the number of logs, the length of the logs an (I the slope for each 

cycle. In "addition, notes that were taken included other variables such 

as the soil conditions and the .number of men on that job. This numerical 

information served as input data to a FORTRAN program which processed the 

data. A sample of .the resulting output is given' in Appendix I. The re

mainder of'"the output is at the' Industrial Engineering Department at 

Montana State University. -

The data were broken into sets and placed in chronological order. 

Sets were chosen to keep the variables as constant.as possible. The .
i

slope, size of logs, or skidding distance will not vary as much over
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a small period of time; therefore numbering the sets in chronological 

order is consistent with the way in which the sets were chosen. The 

FORTRAN program was designed to output the data in the same format as 

that used by LeRey,Stevens. This was also done for consistency.

Given in the output were the actual readings of the stopwatch as 

well as the elemental times which, are the differences between the 

successive stopwatch readings. The .number of logs was recorded next, , 

followed by the time per log to hook and unhook the chokers. Next 

the distances loaded and unloaded that the skidder traveled were 

recorded followed by the respective times per fifty-foot intervals.

The board foot volume was calculated next from an estimate of the 

volume of the logs skidded in that cycle as was the weight in pounds 

which follows"board'foot volume. Slope follows, recorded in decimals 

(percent divided by 1 0 0), negative if pulling the logs down hill and 

positive if skidding up hill.

An estimate of the' soil effect follows slope in the list. Soil was 

used as a "catch-all" for interference caused by rocks, underbrush, and 

slash (limbs) as well as soil. Three classifications were used: I =

good, 2 = fair; 3 = "poor. Conditions were considered good (l) if there 

was visibly no" evidence of delay caused by the above variable, fair (2 ) 

if there was a possible slow-down visible and, poor (3) if there was a 

definite delay or'slow-down. The number of men hooking and unhooking is 

shown following the "soil" classification. Finally, foreign elements■
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were included in the output.

The above data were punched on data cards as well as printed because 

of the possibility of additional analyses of this data in the future.

REGRESSION ANALYSIS

Once the data.were gathered and the variables to be studied were 

decided upon, regression analyses were performed for each of the seven 

methods of skidding. The dependent variable was .total cycle time. It 

was estimated as a function of slope, distance, number of logs per turn 

and weight of the logs.

The jammer that was studied.skidded one log at a time. Because the 

jammer handled only one log in a. given cycle .the number of logs was not 

run as an independent variable for.the jammer.

Included in the analysis, was ..a test to determine the factors that 

affect skid time. The significance of a variable was determined by 

analysis of variance. It was determined beforehand to exclude any non

significant variables from the regression equations (See Appendix II).

The results of the regression analyses follow in Chapter III.,



CHAPTER III

RESULTS OF- THE' PEGRESSI-OH; ANALYSIS

GEHEBAL . :

The regression analysis was' clone with the aid. of an IBM 1620-11" 

computer. The program used not only.printed out the regression •

coefficient values but also printed an analysis of variance table so 

that the significance of each independent variable could be tested. In 

the explanation of .the ■ output. for ..each class of machines the following- 

notation will be used:

Y . = time per cycle in hours.

= slope in decimals (percent/1 0 0).

X = distance in feet (one way).

X_ = number of logs, per; cycle.

= load weight in pounds times ten . (lbs., x 1 0 ).

Each class of machines will first be examined individually and 

then a comparison of,their regression equations and results will 

follow.

SMALL CRAWLERS

For the.small crawlers 6j observations (cycles) were taken. The 

average values of the variables were:

Y = 0.235^ hours

X I  = 0 .2 1 0 2 (slope)

Xg = 276.4 feet



Xg = 4.044 logs

Xli = 505.1 (lbs. X 10)

Averages are given because the reliability of-a regression equation 

is highest when the independent variables are.at their mean values.

This will be seen later in Chapter V when confidence limits are set.

The derived equation-using all four independent variables was:

(2) Y -F= .•0.04238' + 0.19574 X1 + 0.00018 X + 0.02349 Xg + 0.00001

The analysis of variance is given by Table I.

TABLE I

'EIRST -'ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR THE SMALL CRAWLER

H : X. is a-significant cause of variation in Y 

H1 = X1 is not a significant cause of variation in Y

Source of Variance D.f. S'. S . M.Si F ,calc

Due to Regression 4 .4162 . 1040 19.30

X1 (slope) I .1393 .1393 25.85

Xg (distance) adj. I .1699 .1699 31.51

Xg (logs) adj. I .1064 .1064 19.74

X4 (weight) adj. I . 0006 .0006 .10

Error 62 .3341 .0054

Total 66 .7503

NOTE: Test criteria for all analysis of variance tests in

Chapter III: test statistic, Fcalc; if Fqb1c I  F ^
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with'appropriate degrees of freedom, reject Hq and 

accept H ; if F .> F , with appropriate degrees-L CcLJ-C • L/ ̂

of freedom, accept and reject

In this' table the source of variance due to regression is the total

of the sources of variance due to X, , X „ , and X, . The F statisticI 2 3 4 calc
for this part is to determine whether there is validity for the entire 

regression-.

Each of the Fcg^ c values are formed by dividing the mean square for a 

given source by the error mean square. The source of variance -was-parti

tioned in such a- way that only“the additional effect of X^ above X^ ^ ,

X. , ..., X  is partitioned. For example, the source of variance due to 

Xg is the additional variance above X^ and X^. For this reason the 

letters "adj:" appear after the appropriate variables to indicate the 

adjustment-made (See'Appendix II).

It can;'now “be" seen which of the parameters are. significant. Testing 

the hypothesis:

H : X: is a significant cause of variation to Y

H : Xy is not gj, significant cause of variation to Y and using the

test statistic F ^ ^  ^  g2 < I, 60 = 4.00, it can be seen that

F  ̂ is greater than F ^e- , for all sources except X li. It is con?calc .Op, I, 4
eluded, therefore, that at the 95% level of confidence (a = .05), the 

slope, distance, and number of logs skidded per turn are significant in
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determining the time per turn, hut t h e ■load.weight (X^) is not significant

(Fcalc = < 3.99 = ^  < ^.05, I, 62  ̂^  determining the-time
per turn for the small size crawler.

The explanation for the non-significance of the weight could he one 

of two possibilities. Either the range of values for load weight did not 

vary- enough, or a weight increase did not significantly slow down the 

crawler. However, range of the load weights varied from 1000 lb. to 

10,000 lb. ' A look at the data reveals no concentration of load weights 

between any,narrow limits (standard deviation = 327). Because there is a 

variance in the load weights for the data taken it is clear that varying 

the. weight'within the limits of the data does not significantly alter 

the-time per turn.

In other words the smallest of the crawlers was not being worked to 

its weight capacity. Other factors were restricting the size of the load. 

These factors could range from operators' preference to,an arbitrary 

restriction on the number of chokers on the crawler. This means that if 

these restrictions could be lifted an increase in productivity might result 

On the average (average number of,logs per turn was k.0^4) adding one log 

per turn would result in an increased productivity of about 25%. Of 

course there is a limit to the amount of increase possible without in

creasing cycle time. It is safe to say, however, that the addition of at 

least one average size log to the average size load will not affect the 

cycle time except for added time to set chokers. Since the time to set
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the chokers WjLll eventually have to be spent, it is only reasonable to try 

to minimize the number of overall trips made by the crawler. An effort, 

therefore,'"should be made to increase the number of logs per turn for the 

small crawler whenever possible.

The regression analysis was run again for the small crawler. This 

time load weight was excluded leaving slope, distance, and number of logs 

per turn as the independent variables. The equation was:

(3) Y = .0.04293 + 0.20339 X 1 + 0.00018 X2 + 0.02415 X3

The analysis of variance for this regression equation is given in 

Table II. ■

TABLE II

'SECOND ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR THE SMALL CRAWLER

H : X. is a significant cause of variation in Y 
0 1

H; : X. is not a significant cause of variation in Y

Source of Variance D.f.

Due to'Regression . 3

X1 (slope) ' I

Xg (distance) adj. I

X (logs) adj. I

Error .63

66

s.s. . M.S. F n calc
.4156 .1385 26.07

.1393 .1393 26.22

.1699 .1699 31.96

.1064 .1064 20.03

.334? .0053

.7503Total
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Using the table value of F ^ 63 < F 05 I gQ = ^.00, it can be

seen that for all X. for the derived equation (3 ), F n > F ^cr _ It1 calc .05, I, 63
is concluded therefore, that at the 95% level Cd = .0 5), the slope, dis

tance and number of logs skidded per turn is significant in determining 

the time per turn.

From equation (3) it can be seen that as the slope increases the time 

per turn increases. This is not obvious since any cycle includes traveling 

the slope in both a positive and a negative direction. It might appear 

that the down-hill part of the cycle would compensate for the loss in speed 

on the uphill part of the cycle. This is not the case for the small 

crawler, Eibher it did not have the power to maintain an even speed on 

the positive slope or else it did not have additional speed on the negative 

slope. The" reason could be determined by further study. For the present 

study, however, the reason irrelevant. Slope is a cause of increased cycle 

time, the effect being an increase of 0.00203 hour for each percent increase, 

in slope On^ the average.

From equation (3) it can also be seen that as the distance per turn 

increases or as the number of logs per turn increases the time per turn 

will increase, all other things being equal. This is readily apparent. As 

the distance; increases the time to traverse this distance with the same 

machine must increase. Since the operator must'hook each log, the larger . 

number of logs that he hooks, the longer it will take. Some operators 

hook two logs with one choker, but this also takes additional time.
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MEDIUM CRAWLERS

The analysis for the medium size crawlers was almost a carbon copy of 

that for the small crawlers. For this reason the explanation'will be kept 

brief, the reasoning in.most cases being the same.as that for small 

crawlers.

For medium crawlers ITT observations were taken. The average values 

of the variables are:

Y- = O .2618 hours

= 0.1554 (slope)

X2 = 3 2 9 .0 feet

X 3 = 5.282 logs

X4 = -5T2.8 (lbs. x 10)

Using all four independent variables the equation derived was:

(4) Y = 0 .0 6 9 8 1 + 0.1T438 X1 + 0.0 0 0 0 8 X 2 + 0.02093 X + 0.00004 X 4 

The analysis'of variance to test each of the independent variables is 

given in Table III. The table value used was F q ^ 1 2qq = 3.89 < F ^

I 1T2‘ Iprom this value it can be concluded that X4 is not a significant 

cause of variation (2.34 < 3.89). Using the table value F .05, I, 120 

3 are all si

values are greater than 3.92. It is

3.92 > F ' 7 it can be concluded that X , X , and X are all sign!-

fleant variables because their Fcalc

concluded that'slppe, distance, and the number of logs skidded were signi

ficant sources af variation in cycle time, whereas the weight of the logs' 

skidded was- not. The reason for the hon-significiance of the weight is



similar to that for small crawlers. Again, an increase in the load for 

the medium crawler would he desirable.

TABLE III

FIRST ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE, FOR THE MEDIUM CRAWLER

H :''X̂  is a significant cause of variation Y

: 'X_̂ is not a significant cause of variation in Y

Source of Variation D.f. S.S. M.S. Fcalc
Due"to Regression k .3906 .0976 1 2 .8 0

. X1 (slope) I .1262 .1262 16.55

Xg (distance) adj. I .09^2 .0942 12.35

X 3 (logs) adj. I • 1523 .1523 19.97
X^ (weight)■adj. I .0179 .0179 2.34

Error 172 1.3115 .0076
Total 176 1 .7 0 2 0

The regression analysis was run again, this time excluding X

weight, as'an independent variable.

(5> Y.= 0.08071 + 0.20963 X1 + 0.00009-X2 + 0.02218 X

The corresponding analysis of variance is given in Table IV.

Using-the table value of F ^  1 120 = 3.92 > F 1 ^ 3, it is

concluded that for all X . , F n > 3.92. Therefore, slope, distance 

and the-number of logs skidded are significant causes of variation.
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'SECOND ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR THE MEDIUM CRAWLER

TABLE IV

H' :'X . is a significant cause of variation in Y ■ o I
: 5L is not. a significant cause of variation in Y

Source of- Variance D.f. • • ■ S :'S • ■ -M.S. ■ - F _calc.
Due to Regression 3 .3727 .12^2 1 6 .1 6

X (slope) I ' .1262 .1262 16.42-
Xi (distance) adj, I ,09^2 .09^2 1 2 .2 6 -

X3 (logs) adj. I .1522 .1522 1 9 .8 1

Error IT 3 1.3293 .0077

Total 176 1 .7 0 2 0

From equation (5) it can be seen that as slope, distance or the

number of logs skidded increase the ,time ,per cycle te1 skid also increases.
i

All of the-evidence indicates that the reason behind this , fa,ct is the same

as it was ' 'for ' the small crawler.

LARGE CRAWLERS' ' '

For the large crawler lU9 cycles were observed. The average values 

of the variables were:

Y ■ : =■ 0.2335 hours

X1 - 0.1406 (slope)

Il 266 .9 feet

b  = 6,711 logs
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X, = 884.9 (lbs. x 10)

Uotice that (load weight) for the large crawler was over 64% higher

than the for the small and medium crawlers. Other comparisons will be

deferred until the summary of the chapter.

The derived equation using all four independent variables was:

(6) Y = 0.09418 - 0.24054 X1 + 0.00029 Xg + 0.00560 X + 0.00006 X̂
The associated analysis of variance table is given in Table V.

TABLE V

FIRST ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR THE LARGE CRAWLER

Hq : X1 is a significant cause of variation in Y 

H1 : X1 is not a significant cause of variation in Y

Source of Variation D.f. S.S. M.S. Fcalc
Due to Regression 4 - .3776 . 0944 26.91
X1 (slope) I .0389 .0389 11.09

X (distance) adj. I .2391 .2391 6 8 .1 6

X. (logs) adj. ' I .

COOLT\O .0508 14.47

X^ (weight) adj. I .0489 .0489 13.93
Error . . 144 . .5051 .0035

Total i48 .8827

Using the table value F 05, I, 120 = 3,92 > F .05, I, 144, it can be
seen that for all X . , F n >1 calc ' F .’05, I, 120 = 3'.92. Therefore, it was

concluded that for the large ■crawler■ at the 95% level (a = .0 5), slope.
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distance, number of logs skidded and the load weight were all significant 

causes of variation.

From equation (6 ) it can be seen that increasing slopes cause a 

decrease in skidding cycle time. The increase in speed of a large crawler 

moving downhill more than compensates- for its loss in speed going uphill. 

This is due'to the power and speed of the large crawler. Of course, there 

is a limitation to the steepness in slope for which the above holds. For 

the large crawler studied, slopes ranged from 2% to 33%. Within this 

range, an increase in slope will enable.the large crawler to decrease 

cycle time on the average. By increasing distance or number of logs 

time per turn was increased. The explanation for this is reasonable and 

is the same as was mentioned for the small crawler.

For the large crawler, the weight was significant indicating that this 

machine is working closer to its optimal capacity. The optimal capacity 

would be that capacity for which the time per turn and the production per 

turn were balanced in such a way that production per hour would be at its 

maximum value. This point would occur just before the addition of another 

unit of weight would result in a decrease in productivity. From the data 

collected this optimal point could not be found. A controlled experiment 

to determine the optimal point for all machines would probably be 

profitable. The present comparison is for machines in use and not for the 

ideal or perfect use of them. When evaluating the final results of the 

comparison, however, the fact that the large crawler was.working closer to
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its optimal capacity should be considered.

SMALL RUBBER-TIRED SKIDDERS

For the small rubber-tired skidder, 6j skidding cycles were observed. 

The average values for the variables were:

I = 0.2215 (hours}

X1 = 0 .1 2 8 6 (slope)

X2 = 522.7 feet

X = 5.194 logs '

X^ = 6l6 .1  (lbs. x 1 0 )

The derived equation using all four independent variables was:

(7) Y = 0.01152 - 0.07517' X1 + 0.00022 Xg + 0.01873 X + 0.00000 X^

The associated analysis of variance-is-.given in Table VI.

Using the table value F' QI- 1 120 = 3.92 < F 05 I ’ 62 it can be

seen that for X ^ , Fcalc = .01 < F 1 ^2 . Therefore, it is concluded

that the load weight is not a significant cause of variation In the cycle

time of the small rubber-tired skidder.

Using'the table value F 1 = 4.00 > F" . 1 ^2 it can be

seen that for X , Xn , and X , F n > F 00 Cr.. It is concluded, there- 1 2  3 calc .0 5 , I, o2

fore, that 'slope, distance and the number of logs cause a significant 

variation in the cycle.time.

Running the regression analysis again this time excluding X^ yielded 

the following equation:
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TABLE VI

FIRST'ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR THE SMALL RUBBER-TIRED SEIDDER

Hq : Xj, is a significant cause of variation in Y 

H-.: X; is not a significant cause of variation in Y

Source- of Variation D.f.

Due to Regression b

X (slope). I

Xg (distance) adj. I

X^ (logs) adj. I

X^ (weight) adj. I

Error 62

s.s. M.S. F . calc
.3094 .0773 28.80
.0242 .0242 9.01

.2653 .2653, 98.80

.0198 .0198 7.37

.00003 .00003 .01

.1665 .0027

. 4758Total 66
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(8) Y =  0.01222 - 0.07572 + 0.00022 X^ + 0.01912 X

The associated analysis of variance is given in Table VII.

TABLE VII

SECOED 'AEALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR THE SMALL, RUBBER-TIRED SKIDDER

H' : X. is a significant cause of variation in Yo i
X^ is not a significant cause of variation in Y

Source'of"'Variation D.f. s.s. M.S. Fcalc
Due to Regression 3 .3093 .1031 39.00
X^ (slope) I .0242 .0242 9.15

Xg (distance) adj. I .2653 .2653 1 0 0.37

X (logs) adj. I .0198 .0198 7.49

Error 63 .1665 .0026
Total 66 .4758

Using'the'table value F 

for Xi , X2 and X3 ,
05, I,
> F ,05

6e =^'06 
, 1, 63'

> F .05, 
It is,

I, 63 “  
therefore,

that slope; distance and the number of logs cause a significant variation 

in the cycle time. ,

It can be seen from equation (8) that here again the cycle time varies 

inversely with'the-slope. It'was evident from observation in the field ■ 

that the small rubber-tired skidder could go faster down the slopes and. 

thus make up for the possible loss in time resulting from climbing the
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slope.' The cycle time again varies directly with the distance and the. 

number of logs.

LARGE RUBBER-TIRED" 'SKIDDERS

For the'most part to thjLs point, the regression analyses have 

produced logical and explainable results. With the large rubber-tired 

skidders', however, this is not the case. As the results are laid out it 

will be seen' that factors other than those studied were influencing the 

time per turn. An attempt to explain these new factors will be made.

For the' large';rubber-tired skidder 95 skidding cycles were observed. 

The average-values of the variables were:

Y 0.1893 hours

H*
' Il 0 .0 7 1 2 (slope)

IlHxcm ' 355.1 feet

*3 " 5.589 logs

605.8 (lbs. x

Notice that" the-average slope is just a little over half of the 

small rubber-tired average slope. The range of slopes obtained for the 

large rubber-tired"skidder was also lew.

The equation using"all four independent variables was :

(9) Y,= 0.08933 + 0.12052 Xj + 0.00007 + 0.01165 X + 0.00000

The associated analysis of variance is given in Table VIII,.
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TABLE VIII

FIRST•ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR THE LARGE RUBBER-TIRED SKIDDER

-Hq : Xj, is a significant cause of variation in Y

H : is not a significant .cause of variation in-Y

:e of Variation D.f. S.S. M.S. F , calc
Due to Regression b .0359 .0090 3.28
X1 (slope) I .0075' .0075 2.75
X (distance) adj . I .0100 . 0100 3.65
X (logs ) adj . I .0184 . 0184 6.74

X^ (weight) adj. I .0000 .0000 0 .0 0

Error 90 . .2456 .0027

Total 94 .2815

On past analyses of variance that were dene no reference was made 

to the "due to regression" portion of the analysis. This was done he-" 

cause they were high' enough to indicate that the regression was valid. 

To check, F (l_a)> ^  k > F (l_a h  ^  k for all k and ^  t > .

"̂ (l a) 3 k "̂or ^er -L&rge rubher-tired skidder it is not

obvious that the "due to regression" term is significant (ie. the 

entire regression is significant). For this reason an additional 

hypothesis should be tested before the above hypothesis is tested.

This is:
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The' multiple regression of X^ 5 X^ 5 X^ and X^ on Y is

significant.

The multipip.regression of X^ 3 X^ 5 X^ and,X^ on Y is not

significant,

To test this hypothesis the table value of F ^ 90 < ^ 05 4-60

= 2.53 is used. It can be seen that the "due to regression" F n =calc
3.28 > F ^ It is concluded therefore that the multiple

regression of X^ 3 X^ 3 X^ and X^ on Y is significant and the individual
I

independent variables can now be evaluated.

Using the table value of F .05. I, 60 - h-m  =• f.05, I, 90 “  C M
be seen that; for X „ , F n > F n[- n Therefore, it can be con-3 calc .05, I 3 90
eluded that the number of logs is a significant cause of variation in 

the cycle time.

Using the table value of F ^  ^ 120 = 3.92 < F ^ it can

be seen that for Xn3 Xn and. X li3 F n < F __ no- Ii: is concluded1 2  ' 4 \ calc .05, I, 90
that X^ 3 Xg and X^ are.not significant causes of variation in the cycle 

time for this regression analysis.

A second regression analysis was then run with the exclusion of

X^ 3 the weight, which had an Fcalc 0.00. This was done to see if

the analysis of variance results would be altered by.the exclusion of 

this term.

The resulting equation was:

(10) Y = 0.08941 + 0.12263 X + 0.00007 X + 0.01182 X

The corresponding analysis of variance is given in Table IX.
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TABLE IX

SECOND ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR THE LARGE RUBBER-TIRED SKIDDER

H : X. is a significant O I' cause of variation in Y

H^: X^ is not a significant cause of variation in Y

Source of Variation D.f. S.S. M, S . Fcalc
Due to Regression 3 .0359 .0120 ’ 4.43

X1 (slope) I .0075 .0075 ' 2.78
Xg (distance) adj. I • .0100 .0100 3.69'
X (logs) adj. I .0184 .0184 6.82
Error 91 .2456 .0027

Total 94 . 2815

Using the table value F 

seen that for X1 and X ,
.05, I
F . calc

, 91 > F . 

< F .05, I

0 5 ; I, 120 =

, w  Tlms

3.92, it
for this

regression, slope and distance are still non-significant sources 

of variation in cycle time.

A third regression analysis was run, this time with the 

exclusion of hoth'-X and X^. This left only the two independent 

variables of distance per turn (X^) and the number of logs per turn 

(Xg). The resulting equation was:

(11) Y = 0,09678 + 0.00007 X2 + 0.01183 X

The corresponding analysis of variance for this equation is

given in Table X.
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TABLE X

THIRD ANALYSIS QF VARIANCE FOR.THE LARGE RUBBER-TIRED SEIDDER

H : X0 and X„ are significant causes of variation in Y

Xg and X^ are not significant causes of 'variation in Y

Source of Variation D.f. 8.8. M.S-. F' n calc
Due. to Regression 2 .0301 .0151 5.52 •

Xg (di'stanc e ) I .0117 .0117 4.29

X_ (logs) adj. I .0184 .0184 . 6.74

Error 92 COHLfXOJ .0027

Total 94 .2815

Using the table value F
• y 1 9 I, 60 = 4.00 > F .05; I, 92 it can be seen

that for X0 and X , F ' ,■ >2 3 . calc F .05, . Q . Therefore itX 5 yd is concluded that

for this regression analysis the distance and the number of logs per turn 

are significant causes of variation.

From equation (Li) it can be seen that the turn time increases as the 

number of logs increase and also as the distance increases. The reason 

for this was noted previously.

The reason for the slope being non-significant for this machine may 

be due to the lack of variation in the slope. The slopes .on which the 

large rubber-tired skidder was studied ranged from 0% to 23% with only 

seven of the 95 cycles above l4%. The average slope was 7.1%. It is 

"obvious"that the lower slopes will have.less effect.
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A preliminary conclusion about slopes in general may "be drawn at this
I

time. It has "been seen that slopes are not always a hindrance. The large 

crawler and.the small.rubber-tired skidders were increasingly effective on 

the steeper.slopes where used. On the other hand, the slopes were not 

always beneficial. For the small and medium crawlers they had an adverse 

effect. For the large rubber-tired skidder, which worked on.very few 

slopes, the slopes seem to have no effect. It must be concluded that the 

time lost going up the grade must have been very nearly compensated for by 

the increase in speed when skidding down the grade. The statistical 

analysis indicates that the difference in the compensating effect cannot 

be measured above the random errors.

The load weight again drops out of the regression equation indicating 

that an increase in weight within the range of the data gathered does not 

affect the turn time.. This, as was explained before, probably occurs from 

operating the large■rubber-tired skidder below its full capacity. At this 

point it should be added that the capacity of both rubber-tired skidders, 

as far as weight was concerned, was determined for the most part by the

number of logs that the machine could free. On the"skid trail a large

number of logs could be skidded by.the machine. The operator would not

hook this many logs, however, because he was not able to free :them from

the brush. Here possibly is another place for a method improvement.

HIGH LEAD

For the high lead 6l cycles were observed... The averages of the
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Y = O.IO76 hours

h = Q.3573 (slope)

5S =F 517.8' feet

3.983 logs

xIt 600.4 (lbs. x 1 0 )

The high lead,was •limited to four chokes which were utilized almost

100%•of the time. This limitation was due to the tangling of the chokers 

The derived equation using all four independent variables was:

(12) Y = O'.04078 ' + 0.-0897^ X1 + 0.00000 X 2 + 0.00674 X + -0.00001

The corresponding analysis of variance is in Table XI.

TABLE XI

FIRST ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR THE HIGH LEAD

H' : X. is a significant cause of variation to Y 0 1

H1 : X1 is not a significant cause of variation to Y

Source.of Variation- D.f. S.S. M.S. ^calc
Due to Regression 4 .0047 ■ .0012 2.63
X1 (slope) I .0020 .0020 4.43

Xg (distance) adj. I .0001 .0001 .24

Xg (logs) qdj. I .0025 .0025 5.56
X^ (weight) adj.■ I .0001 .0001 .28
Error 56 .0252 0-8

- Total 60 .0299
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Again the Ipw F for "due,to regression" term necessitates testing 

the following hypothesis:

Hq : The multiple regression of X^, , X ^ 5 and on Y is significant.

H1 : The multiple regression of X1 , X0 , X0 , and X^ on Y is not

significant.

The table value of F ^ 56 < F 05 4 = 2.6l. It'can be

concluded,that Fcalc for ’’due to regression" is greater than F Q1- ^

and,therefore," H q is accepted. It is concluded that the multiple regression 

of X1 , X g , X , and X^ on Y is significant.

The table-value of F oc 1 < F )in = 4.08. From.this it.05, I, 5o .05, I, 40
can be seen that for X 1 and X_, F ,  ̂ t ni- 1 .I 3 calc .05, I, 5o> F oc. n It was concluded,J- 0 ueu-u .05, I, 56
therefore, that the slope.and the number of logs per turn are significant 

causes ih ,variation of the cycle time at the 95% ISvel (a =' .05).

The reason for the non-significance of the distance is probably due to 

the speed of the high lead in moving the logs, The travel time, loaded and. 

unloadedj accounted for only about 36% of the total cycle time. Most of the 

time spent traveling was spent on the ends of the travel cycle. That is, 

most of the time was spent either starting the logs from the woods, 

slowing'down the haul back line for decking, or positioning the chokers 

in the-woods.- This took the same amount of time regardless of the distance. 

Once the line -speed was up, it took only a few seconds to travel 100 feet. 

Compared with the other causes of variation, distance was not significant.

■'TJote that this is not saying that there is no time difference between
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cycles of different distances when all other factors are equal. It is 

obvious that no matter what the rate of acceleration or deceleration, a 

cycle of longer distance will take .more time. What _is_ being said is that 

the distance causes no more variation in cycle time than do other random 

variables' that have not been measured. 1

The reason for the non-significance of the lead weight is probably, 

as before, the high lead is not working to.capacity as far as weight is 

concerned. This was confirmed by the operator who said that the portable 

high lead was slowed down very little by the weight-of the logs. Only 

four chokers could be used because of tangling.

Four chokers did'not liinit the number of logs to four, As high as 

six and .as low as two logs were skidded together. Because of this 

variation, the. number, of logs'skidded in a cycle was' "significant in 

determining: the cycle time.

A second regression analysis which excluded only the weight but 

included the other. independent variables was performed. Siipilar to the 

above, the’analysis of variance confirmed the non-significance of tile 

distance. '

The third regression analysis yielded the following equation:

(13) Y = 6.014.3U4 + 0.09353 X1 + 0.00773 X 3

For this equation the analysis of variance is given in Table XII;
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TABLE XII

Hq : X_/ is a significant.cause of variation to cycle time 

H^: X^'is not a significant cause of variation to cycle time

THIRD -ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE -FOR THE HIGH- LEAD

Source of Variation D.f. s.s. M.S. F-calc
Due to Regression 2 .0046 .0023 5.22
X1 (slope) I .0020 .0020 4.56

X (logs) adj. I .0026 .0026 5.88
Error 58 .0300 .0004

Total 6o .0300

The table value of F e Uy , I, A Hxj O VJI i, 40 = 4 -08' From this it can

seen for Xn and X0 , F n I 3 calc > F .05 , I, 56' It was concluded, therefore.

that the slope and the number of logs per.turn are significant causes in 

the variation of the cycle time at the 95% level (a = .0 5).

From equation (13) it can he seen that the time per cycle increased 

with an increasing slope and an increasing number of logs. The high lead 

was skidding'uphill. For this reason an increase in the slope might slow 

down the machine. Hooking chokers on a steeper slope might also be 

hazardous and more time consuming., Additional logs would take more time 

since hooking two logs with one choker would require more time. If a 

choker were not used, the time would decrease accordingly.



JAMMER

For the jammer, 197 skidding cycles were observed. The averages of 

the variables were:

Y =  0.0212 hours

X1 = 0.1839 (slope)

Xx 56.80 ' feet

= 1=0 log

X 1̂ - 236.7 (lbs. x 10)

Two things should be noted. The number of logs skidded by the jammer 

always equaled one, Tongs were used to hook the log instead of a choker. 

Because one log was skidded at all times, the regression analysis was done 

without X . Also for the area in which the jammers were studied the logsU
were significantly larger. For this reason the. estimate of the average 

weight of the log, Xlt, is higher.

• Two different jammers were studied. In the data these are called 

Class A (121 observations) and Class B (76 observations). It was decided 

to combine"Class A and Class' B for the regression analysis, as done for 

each crawler class. This gave.a good average- predicition of time p e r . 

turn for j ammers.

The averages for each class were:

Claes A Class B

Y = 0.02769 hours Y 0.01095 hours

5  = O .1692 (slope) t  - 0.2073 (slope)
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Class A (continued) Class B (continued)

= 57-76 feet *2 = 55.26 feet

*3 = 1.0 log *3 = 1.0 log

l>f = 2 0 3 .3 (lbs. x 10) = 290.0 (lbs. x 10)

For a preliminary run regression analyses were made on each class,-

individually. In Class A, all three variables proved to be significant.

The load weighthowever, has a negative regression coeffecient indicating

that the logs of heavier weight had lower skidding cycle times. Although /
the reason "for this is uncertain it can be concluded that additional load 
]•

w e i g h t w i t h i n  the range of the data, does not increase the cycle time.

In ClaSs B the preliminary analysis indicated that both slope and 

load weight were not significant in determining cycle time. The slope was 

not significant because of its lack of variability. Sixty of the 76 

observed cycles had slopes of 26%; the rest had slopes of 1%. By combining 

Class A arid Class B it was hoped to overcome the lack of variability of 

the slope.

The load'weight.non-significance indicated in Class B the same thing 

that the negative regression coeffecient for load weight indicated in 

Class A. That is, the jammer was also not working to its weight capacity. 

The limitation of one log per skid cycle leaves little that can be done to 

increase the capacity. Because load weight was riot.significant to 

increasing cycle time in both classes, it was excluded in the final 

regression analysis.
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The eguatien derived "by the final regression analysis was:

(l4) Y = 0.02129 - 0.0708,0 X + 0.00022 X^

The analysis of variance associated with this equation is given 

in Table XIII.

TABLE XIII

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR THE JAMMER

H : X^ is a significant cause of variation in Y

X^ is not a .significant cause of variation in Y
IL I .

Source of Variation D.f. 8.8. M . S . ■ Fcalc
Due to Regression 2 .0185 .0092 12.83

X1 (slope) I .0088 .0088 12.20

Xg (distance) adj , I .0097 .0097 13.46

,Erpor 194 .1397 .0007

Total 196 .1581

The table value of F H £ < F .05, I, 120 = 3.92. It

concluded that F > F _ nnl, for all X.. The slope and the calc .05, I, 194 1

distance are significant in determining the cycle time of the jammer 

at the 95% level (a = .05).

It can be seen from equation (l4) that the time per cycle 

decreases as the slope increases, and the time per cycle increases 

as the distance increases. The reason for the increase with distance
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was obvious to the observers in the field. The jammer could only 

throw the tongs a limited distance. At times the tongs had to be 

carried by the tong setter on longer distances. This all took added 

time.

The jammer, skidded up hill most.of the time, nevertheless, the 

tongs.could be thrown farther and faster oh a steeper slope. Because 

of the power of,the jammers, they were not slowed down on the steeper 

slopes. At times ̂ dragging the log full length on the level ground 

was harder than,picking up the log on the slope. For these reasons 

slope worked to the jammers' advantage.

SUMMARY OF REGRESSION ANALYSIS

Table X I V  is a summary of the averages of the variables indi

cating the significant variables and the regression coefficients.

If the regression coefficient does not appear, this indicates that 

the variable proved .'to' be ,non-significant by the analysis of vari

ance. • The numbers appearing under the "Y" column and in the "Reg, 

Coeff." rows are the constant terms in the regression equations.

The averages themselves tell little in a quantitative way about 

economic comparisons. For a general qualitative comparison, however, 

they are very useful. It can be seen that the jammer had the .fastest 

cycle.time which was.expected. It also had the fastest time per log. 

The high lead is next in both cycle time and time per log. These two
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machines are supposedly better adapted to.greater slopes.

The slope column is also interesting. The smaller machines in 

both the crawler and rubber-tired classifications were working on 

slightly steeper slopes. The.high lead was skidding on consistently 

higher slopes over twice the average of the mean, slope of the other 

machines. The smaller crawler, medium crawler and the high lead 

were adversely affected by increased slopes, whereas the large 

crawler, small.rubber-tired skiddep, and the.jammer were aided by 

increasing slopes. The affect of slope could not be measured on the 

large rubber-tired skidder.

The rubber-tired skidders average a greater distance than do the 

crawlers. This is due to their increased speed and decreased road 

making ability, i .e., they must take the logs to the road and not the 

road to the .logs. The same is true of the high lead. The jammer is 

limited in distance because it can throw the tongs only about 100 

feet. All of the machines were affected adversely by distance which 

must be the case. The only exception to the rule was the high lead 

where the effect of distance could not be measured.-

In all cases, except for the jammer, the number of logs affected 

the cycle time adversely. This was due to the hooking time and not 

the additional weight, with the possible exception of the large 

crawler. For this reason the number of logs could be increased to a 

more productive point, barring other limitations.



TABLE XIV

SUMMARY OF THE REGRESSION ANALYSIS

Y
Cycle Time 
In Hours

xI.Slope
As A Decimal

X2Distance 
.In Feet

X3
No, Of Logs X4Load W t ,

• Lbs, x 10

r

Small Crawler 
Average 
Reg. Coeff.

0.2351+
0.04293

0.2102
0.20339

276.4
0.00018

4.044
0.02415

505.1
not sig. 0.53

Medium -Crawler 
Average 
Reg. Coeff.

0.2618
0.08071

0.1554
0.20963

329.0
0.00009

5 .282
0.02218

572.8 
not sig. 0.20

Large Crawler 
■ Average 
Reg. Coeff.

-0.2335
0.09418

o.i4o6
-0.24054

266.9
0.00029

6.711
0.00560

844.9
0.00006

0.35

Small Rubber Tire 
■ Average 
Reg-. Cpeff.

0.2215
0.01222

0.1286
-0.07572

522.7
0.00022

5.194
0.01912

616.1
not sig.,

0,63

Large Rubber Tire 
Average 
Reg. Coeff.

CO
01 r-
ON NO 
CO ON 
H O
O O 0.0712

not sig.
355.1

0.00007
5.589
0.01183

605 .8
not sig.

0.09

High Lead . 
-Average 
Reg. Ooeff.

0.1076. 
0.04344

0.3573 
- 0.9353

517.8 
not sig.

3 .9 8 3
0.00773

600.4
not sig.

0.12

Jammer 
Average 
Reg. Coeff.

O.02123
0.02129

0.1839
-0.07080

56.80
0.00022

1.0
not sig.

236.7
not sig,

0,11
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The load weight wag not significant in all cases except for 

the large crawler3 which was averaging at least a bk% higher load 

capacity than all cither multiple, log machines. It is hard to tell 

from the data gathered how close to optimal this load is. It is 

quite possible that the load might have been past optimal. It 

appeared that this class machine was worked closer to optimal use 

than any other.

In the last column of Table XIV the universe correlation coeffi

cient is given. This figure tells the percentage of the variation of 

the dependent variable that is caused by the independent variables. For 

instance, in the case of the small crawler, slope, distance, and the 

number of logs account for 53% of the variance in the cycle times. In 

most cases it can be seen that chance variables, other than those var

iables measured, accounted for the major portion of the variance.

An economic comparison consists of far more than comparing the 

averages illustrated thus far. The only things considered have been 

parts played by certain variables on the cycle time. Given cycle 

time, the production rate can be established. This, however, is 

only half of the story. As important as the production rate is the 

cost paid for this production rate. The comparison in terms of costs 

will be taken up in Chapter V. Chapter IV will be devoted to a dis

cussion of the versatility of both the regression equations developed 

here and other regression equations in the literature.



CHAPTER IV

COMPARISON WITH.OTHER DERIVED EQUATIONS

INTRODUCTION

Some indication of the generality of the regression equations can
I

obtained by comparing them with equations derived in other geographical 

areas. It was the original intention of this project to use equations 

previously derived by others in the field. This original .intention was 

abandoned in favor of establishing equations that fit the area studied. 

The comparison will also show whether this action was warranted.
; '

THEORETICAL FOUNDATION

In all of the comparisons the following hypotheses was tested:

V  V  Y L
• h i : .y4 = Y l

Where; = the value of the average time per turn given by the 

" equations in Chapter III 

'Y^ = the value of the average time per turn given by 

equations in the literature.

For slimplicity, the same grand averages were used as independent 

variables throughout all 'of the equations. These values were:

U  - 0 .1 6 6 (slope)

Y 2 ■ 35U.O (distance one way in'feet)

Y 3 ■ 5 .37 (number of logs)

xU = 644.3 (load weight in tens of pounds)
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All values used in the literature regression equations correspond 

to or are derived from the above values.

A "t" test was used to prove or disprove the null hypothesis, Hq .

The level of confidence was chosen as 95% (a = .05). Since this is a two 

tail test the table value of "t" was t^ N-P’ The number of degrees

of freedom is given by N-P where N = the number of observations and 

P = the number 'of,independent variables. The table value of tQ 

is compared with the calculated value of t , ^caJc given by equation (1 5 ).

(1 5 ) tcalc Yd  - YL

Where: S = an unbiased estimate of the universe standard error 

of estimate

= MS (See Appendix II) 'error
■ « =vi/i ♦ C11X12 ♦ C22, /  ; 'C33* + ̂ c12X1K 2 + SC13̂ 1X3'

+ 20SitZ 3

In the equation for Q . , v N is equal to the number of
(5, p. 690;

observations. The means of determining CL ̂ and is given in Appendix II. 

The following criteria are used-for testing the hypotheses:

(1) If It n I < tn no_ ^ _ reject H and conclude that there is no1 calc1 —  0.025, N-P o
significant difference between the predictions of the two equations for the 

values of the dependent variables given at the 95% level.

(2) If ItcalcI > tQ Q25 u_p accept Hq , reject , and conclude that 

there is a significant difference in the regression equation predictions at
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the 95% level.

Equations from the literature will he converted to ,units of hours 

per cycle for comparisons. This value ,will he indicated by Y .

SMALL - CRAWLER

The regression equation'to predict the cycle time of the small

crawler, equation (.3), will he compared with an equation for the same

machine derived by Campbell^ '̂ y This equation, and its evaluation

for the above given independent variables follows:

(l6 ) T = 6.54 + 0 .53D + 1 .0 8 V BS + 0.338 v- BC + 4.40 Lm m
Where: D = skidding time in minutes per cycle

D = the distance in chains (ft/66) one way.

L = number of logs 

S = sine of the- slope 

C = cosine of the slope

V = load volume in MBF. m ,
For the above values of X , X^, X ^ 5 and X^:

D = 354.0/66 =', 5.36 .chains •

L =  5.37 logs 

S =  0.164 

C = 0 .9 8 6

V = 6443 lb /11380 = .566 MBF.1
m MBF.
T = 6 .5 4 + 0 .5 3 '(5 .3 6) + 1 .0 8 (0 .566) (5.36) (0.164)

+ 0.338 (0.566) (5.36) (0.986) + 4.4o (5.37)
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T = 34.557 minutes or 0.5760 hours 

From equation (3)

( S ) Y r =  0.04293 + 0.20339 Xn + 0.00018 Xn + 0.02415 Xn a • I 2 • 3
Y1 = 0.04293 + 0.20339 (0 .l6 6 ) + 0 .00018 (354.0) + 0.02415 (5.37) a. .

= 0.2701

The calculation of ^caJc can now be performed using equation (15) and 

the values:

S = 0.0729

Q = 0.1568
i Y-. -  Yt 0.2701 - 0.5760
tCalc= "-d - - ^ =  — — --:--------8Q (0.0729) (0.1568)

-0.3059 _ 2 ^ .7 9  

O'. 01142

Since f 025i 6h < t oz^  6q = 2.00 < | = 86.M,'Hq is accepted
and is rejected. Hence, it is concluded that there is a significant 

difference in the prediction of the time per turn given by equation (3) and 

that given by equation (l6 ).

This example was carried -out to illustrate the procedure of testing 

the hypothesis and comparing the equation predictions. ■ Since there were 

many similar calculations involved, a complete computer program was 

written to do the above,procedure. In the following comparisons, only 

the equations and the results will be illustrated.
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MEDIUM CRAWLER

The derived equation for the medium crawler is given hy equation (5). 

(5) Yd = 0.08071 + 0.20963 X1 + 0.00009 X2 + 0 .0 2218 X

For the values of the independent variables mentioned above Yd = 0.266$ 

hours. The equation given by, C a m p b e l l ^  for the medium crawler was:

(17) T = O'. 36 + 0.94 D + 1 .6  L

Where: T = time in minutes per cycle ,

D = distance in chains (ft/66) one way 

, L = the number of logs

Equation (17) yielded'a value of Y of .2332 hour after the necessary 

conversions were made-,. For this comparison:

tcalc Y-; - Ŷ  -.2665__-_.2332 .0333
^  =  ------- =  5.00

SQ .0067 .0067

Slnce *.0 2 5, 176 < *.025, 120 = 1 -98 < I*calcI ' 5 '0°- Ho U  
accepted, H1 is rejected, and it is concluded that there is a significant

difference in the prediction obtained by.equation (17) and the prediction

obtained by equation (.5 ).

Corcoran, Plummer and'T a y lor^y developed the following equations:

(18) T1 = 48.11 +1.087 D + 119.322 L

(19) T2 = 75.61 + 0.920 D + ll6.140 L

Where: T1 , Tg , = time per cycle in seconds 

■ D = distance one way in feet 

L = number of logs
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Equation (l8 ) yielded a value of = 0.2982 hour. Compared with 

equation (5)"'this' yields .a .value of I t c a l c I = 2 .7 2 which again indicates 

a significant difference in the predictions.

There were- no equations found-in the literature for the large 

crawler.

LARGE AND -SMALL RUBBER^TIRED SKIDDER-
The equations .for large.and small rubher-tired skidders.will he 

compared with-the equation,derived for rubber-tired skidders by Thomas 

W r e n ^ . The equation .given by Wren is:

(2 0) T = 0.2919 - .0 .0 2 6 1 'W + 0.0513 S - 0.0373 S + O .1668 Da m
- 0.000116 S S a m

Where: T = .time in hours per hundred cubic feet 

W = load weight (in pounds x 1000)

S^ ='average slope in percent 

Sm = maximum.slope in percent 

-D .=• skidding distance (in feet x 1000)

Hours per hundred cubic feet was converted to hours per.turn by using 

the density of wood (2 8 .2  Ib./cu. ft.) and the load weight.per turn (X^). 

The value of the maximum slope was calculated from the following relation

ship :

(21) Maximum slope - (.0129 + Average, slope) /.6891

Equation"-(.21) was derived from a-regression of maximum■ slope on average 

slope sampled from 64 logging sites with slopes ranging from 0% - 90%.
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The universe correlation'coeffecient for the regression was .88, indicating 

a high degree of correlation, as. was expected.

The equations derived for the small and large rubber-tired skidders 

are given by equations (8) and (ll) respectively.

(8) ■ Y: Ov0 1 2 2 2 0 . 0 7 5 7 2  Xn + 0.00022 Xn + 0.01912 X0
J- ■ d  D

(11) Yd = 0.09678 + 0.00007 X2 + 0.01183 X

Equation (20) gave a value of Y^ = 0.2558 hours. Equation (8) gives

Y\ = 0.1802 "hours.; This results in It I = 9.^9 > t n /-« = 2.00 > d calc1 .02?, DO
t 02j- . " Therefore, .it is concluded that there is a significant dif

ference between the predictions of. equation (8). and equation (20).

Equation (ll) yields ..a value of 0.1850 hours for the values of X2 

and X^ mentioned above. Comparing this with equation (20) results in a

f 8 .9 6 which again indicates a Significant difference invalue of |tcalc
the equation predictions

HIGH LEAD

The equation derived for the high lead skidder (yarder) is given in 

equation (13).

(13) Y = ,0.04344-+ 0.0935 X1 + 0.00773 X3

The value-Of1-Yn .from, equation (13), which will be used for all of . d .
the high lead equation.comparisons, is 0.1004 hours.

The first, equation to be compared to equation (13), which was 

derived b y  Adams^ ^  , is ,given by:
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(22) T = 1.471 + 0.007237 D - 0.000003448 D2 + 0.003771 V

+ 0.000008633 DV - 0.1402 N + 0.2827 + 0.1550 C 

+ 0.001519 V + 0.05806 N 

Where: "-.T-= round trip time in minutes 

-r D = distance in feet one way

V = volume per. turn in cubic feet

' N =; ..no.of., logs. per turn

C = ho. of.chokers (set equal to 3).

(Note: Equations appear as in the literature; like terms are.

. .not .collected. )

The value of obtained., from equation (22) was equal to .0663 

hours. The resulting. > 2'01 = t.025, 50 >
Therefore, "it was--.concluded .that there1 was a significant difference 

between the predictions of equations (13) and (22).

A d a m s a l s o  gave.an.equation for "relog yarding" given by equation

(23). The-symbols-.refer .to the same as equation (22).

(23) T = 1 .9 6 3 + 0.006423 D + 0.007297 V + 0.1629 N + 0.8289 
Comparing this.equation with equation (13), Y^ = .1017 giving a

value of It I =  0.178 < t _ r Q . Therefore, H is rejected for this 

equation and.it is.concluded.that.the predictions of cycle time, for the. 

values of distance,.slope, number of logs and load volume, do not vary 

significantly between equations (23) and (13).
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Another equation given by T e n n a s is:

(2k) T = 16.99 + 0.089 .D + 271.6 + 0.195 D - 49.25 C + 34.76 

+ 0.167 D +.0.000265 D2 + 0.000048 DV + 0.00072 VS 

+ 43.08 .+ 8.60 N

Where: .T = time per.turn in 1/100 minute 
D = haul.in, distance in feet 

C =  number of choker setters 

V = volume per. turn in board feet 

S =  slope in percent 

W-.= number .of logs per turn

The value- of from.equation (24) was 0.1123 which yielded a 

It n I  <’ t r̂.. It .is..concluded that, for the values of the in-
1 calc 1 .0 2 5, 59

dependent variables used,.there .is no significant difference in the 

prediction of the-..cycle .time ..for equations (24) and (13).

There were no regression equations found in the literature for 

jammer skidding.

.-In all but two cases-, Lthe .prediction of cycle time varied signifi

cantly for-different .equations.. The two equations not significantly 

different from .equation-(.13) ..were .proved so only for the particular values 

of the independent .variables.used. It is a safe conclusion that the

equations studied .above.do .not have general applicability. In other 
• . !

■ words, when- the-.equations ..are-..used, great care must be taken to make sure 

■the system-'for which predictions are-being made is similar to the system
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from which the equations ;were derived.

It could he.stated, even before any statistical tests were made, that 

the populations- which .were-..sampled, to derive each of the above regression 

equations were■different„.. This was due to different geographical areas 

and also individual':.metho.ds^. .Other unknown variables may also cause

significant'differences...In..some.cases the range of an independent

variable, in one.equation ;was.not.consistent with the range of the same. 

independent variable.in.another.. All of these reasons should point to 

the use of .-caution in.applying.any-given equation.

Two things-.could .be .done-to .minimize the risk of using a bad equation. 

The safest‘-..thing .is-to .develop .the equations directly from the system to 

which they shall be .applied. . .A.second method would be.to check an 

equation's ’-predictions :with..the .actual cycle times before generally 

accepting it. .Although-this.second method seems to be.much simpler, for 

this present project"it"did not work.



CHAPTER V

ECONOMICALLY COMPARING ALTERNATIVE METHODS OF SKIDDING 

INTRODUCTION

By.applying the regression equations, cycle times can he predicted 

for the seven methods of skidding given the values of slope, distance 

and number'of logs per turn. Cycle times can he compared for the 

different machines. Unless the productivities, in hoard feet per cycle, 

for the machines are equivalent, this comparison would he meaningless. 

Board feet per cycle can he calculated from the average hoard feet per 

log and the number of logs per cycle. ■ Therefore, cycle times can be 

converted to time in hours per thousand hoard feet(MBF.) for each 

method. The comparison of these figures is more meaningful.

One thing is still lacking in the comparison. In order to 

economically compare different methods of skidding, the cost for .• 

employing each method must he considered. To illustrate, if machine 

"A" takes 0.1 hr./MBF. and machine "B" takes 0.2 hr./MBF., clearly 

machine "A" can be expected to produce twice as much. However, if the 

owning and operating costs of machine "A" are $20.00/hr. and for "B"

$10.00/hr., the machines are economically equivalent. Hence, by using 

either two "B" machines or one "A" machine, 10 MBF. could he produced 

each hour at a cost of twenty dollars.

This chapter will show economic comparisons among the machines 

studied. Certain assumptions will he made in order to derive relative 

profit equations. First, a "productivity" equation will he derived
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for each machine. These results will he converted to gross profit per 

hour. From this will he subtracted the owning and operating costs per 

hour to yield net profit per hour. Confidence intervals can he set up 

for the net profit per hour, based upon the cycle time regression 

equation. Results'of the comparisons are given in Appendix II. A 

complete example, including confidence intervals, is given for the small 

crawler. Only the assumptions will he given for the other methods, with 

the exception of the jammer.

EXAMPLE FOR SMALL CRAWLER

The regression equation for small crawler is given by equation (3) 

in Chapter III.

(3) Y = 0.0U293 +.0.20339 X1 + 0.00018 X2 + 0..02U15 X 

Where: Y = cycle time in hours

‘ X1= slope (expressed as a decimal)

X =  distance one way in feet d ■
X^= number of logs skidded per cycle 

Equation (3) can he converted to time, in hours, per thousand 

board feet by the relationship:

(25) T = 1000 Y/BX
Where: T = .time in hours per thousand board feet 

Y =  cycle time in hours

B = average number of board feet per log

: Xu= 'number of logs skidded per cycle
3 -
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The net' profit per hour can now he calculated for the small crawler
hy using the following:

, ,, G(26) -P = -  - C

Where: P = net profit per hour
G = value of logs at the deck ($/MBF.)
T = time in/hours per thousand board feet 

C = cost of owning and operating the machine per hour 

The method of deriving the net' profit is general with the exception 

of-equation (3). By substituting the corresponding regression equation 

to solve for Y , and by evaluating equations (2 5 ) and (2 6 ) given the 

proper values of "B", "G" and "C", the net profit of any machine may-be 

found. The value of the logs at the deck, "G", is an estimate of dollars 

per thousand board feet that would be expected if the logs were.sold at 

the deck.

A large number of calculations are necessary if many comparisons are 
to be made. For this reason, a FORTRAN I I - D  program was written to 
evaluate the above equations for the machines studied under a variety of 
circumstances. The assumptions that are made.in the following example for 
the small crawler, and the assumptions made for the other machines are the 
same as-' those in the FORTRAN program. In the program a large range of 
distance (X^) , slopes- (X̂ .) and board foot volumes per log (B) were used. 
The following example will use the values-:

X^ = 0.10 (slope)
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X = 200 feet
B = TO Board feet per log
It was' assumed that a machine would skid the average.number of logs 

that had been calculated for it rounded to the next highest whole number. 

For the small crawler then, = 5. The value of the logs at the deck was 

assumed to be- $7.50/MBF.' The cost of owning and operating the small craw

ler for one hour was -,assumed to be $5-36 (see Table II).

(27). G B X
' P =: 1000 (0.04293 + 0.20339 X^ + 0.00018 X^ + 0.02415 X ) ~ C

Equation (27) shows that for the small crawler the net profit 

increases for normal operations as the deck value per MBF., average board 

foot volume per log, and the nymber of logs skidded per cycle increase.

The net profit decreases with increasing slope, distance, and owning 
and operating costs per hour.

Inserting the values mentioned above into equation (27) gives

■ p _ (7.50)-(TO.) (5)_____________'________ ̂ _ c
1000 (.04293 + .20339 (.1 0 ) + .00018 (2 0 0) + .02415 (5))

P = $6 .5 7 per hour

• This value is not a guaranteed income. It is a relative profit in 
the sense that it is calculated assuming that the machine is employed 
100%.

Confidence intervals, based on the data for the regression equation, 
can be set up. The formula for the confidence interval is ^
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(28) Yff, Yl Y tQ .025, N-P S / !/HH-C11X/+C22X2^ C 33Z J2^ C 123C1X 2

+2C13X Y 3 t2C23X 2X 3

Where: Y = the lower confidence limit i-'*-)

'Yg =s the upper confidence limit (^* + )

Y = cycle time in hours (from, regression equations)

.S- - an unbiased estimate of the universe standard error- of

estimate =■/ MS error (See Appendix II).

The means of obtaining the Ci and the X i is given in Appendix II. 

The tg 02  ̂ N_p is given in the table, the degrees of freedom given by 

(N-P)j the number of.observations minus the number of independent

variables.
For the small crawler, using the above mentioned variables, the 

following values are obtained:
N-P = 67-3 = -64

I

- tO.025, N-P - 2.00 

S = .0728

C11 = 2.28927 ■ . ; C12 = - .0 0 0 6 8  C13 = .01441

■ C22 = .0000007 C = -.0 0 0 0 2 8

C__ = .00548 33
x = X1 - X =  .10 - ..21 = -.11 
x-2= 2 0 0 .0 - 276.4 = -76.4 

3='5 .000 - 4.044 = 956X
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Y =  (.04293) + .20339 (.10) + .00018 (200) + .02415 (5)

=  .2200 ■

Yl= .2200 - (2 .00) (.0 7 2 8) / 1/67 + (2.2897)(.0121) + (.0000007) (5836.96)

+ (.00548) (.914) + 2 (-.0 0 0 6 8) (8.404)

+ 2(.0l44l) (-.1 0 5 1 6) + 2 (-.000028) (-73.04)

= .2200 - .0294 = .1906 

.Yh= .2200 + .0294 = .2494

The confidence intervals for "P", the net profit, can he found by 

substituting the values of Y and Y in equation (25) of for the value of 

the regression equation.in equation (27). Note that the confidence 

intervals are for average values and will not hold for individual cycles.

(27) Pn = g e x S - C  

1000 (yl ,h >

' pL = I l i u s W - 5'36-
Ph  = 8.4l

Notice that the high time confidence limit produces the low profit 

confidence limit and vice versa.

This completes the example for the small crawler. The other methods, 

with the exception of the jammer, were calculated in a similar way. The 

values of P and Prr are slightly different in the appendix due to rounding 

errors in the above calculations.'
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ASSUMPTIONS FOR OTHER METHODS

Table XV gives the assumptions used in the FORTRAN program. In all 

cases the value of the logs at the deck was assumed to be $7.50/MBF. In 

Table XV, the costs for the crawlers were taken directly from LeRoy 

Stevens^ who also gives a good method for obtaining these costs. The 

other figures were obtained from data supplied by the Forestry Sciences 

LaboratoryjIn Bozeman, Montana.

The .program ;was run with slopes ranging from 5% to 50% in intervals 

of 5%. Distance ranged from■100' to 1100' in 100' intervals. Average 

board.foot volume per log ranged from 50 BF. to 150 BF. in intervals of 

10 BF. An average value of 75’ was used for jammer skidding distance, 

throughout the comparisons,

JAMMER ROAD COST
The net profits were calculated as indicated above for all machines. 

An additional road cost was deducted, however, for the jammer. The 

jammer needs more roads to operate since its skidding distance is limited. 

It is reasonable to estimate' the cost of these roads and deduct it from 

the-jammer's profit. The means of estimating this cost, will be discussed 

in- this section.

Preliminary consideration.given to the task.of estimating this 

additional road cost revealed that road length was a function of the area 

of the logging sale. A question was raised as to whether the road length, 

might also be a function of the slope. In other words, given two sales



TABLE XV

LOGS PER TURN AHD COSTS PER HOUR

Insurance, Logs
Type of Interest & Per
Machine Depreciation* Tax Fuel Lubrication Maintenance Wages'- Othef Total Turn

Small
Crawler 1 .1 8 .35 . .17 .10 1 .0 6 2.-50 $ 5.36 5

Medium
Crawler I . ?U .52 / .26 • 12 1.57 2.50 6.71 6

Large
Crawler 2.46 • 74 .42 .14 2 .2 1 2.50 8.47 7

Small
Rubber
Tired i.o4 .35 .26 .10 ■ 1.03 2.50 5 .28 6

Large
Rubber
Tired 1 .9 6 .62 .35 .14 2.78 2.50 8.35 6

Jammer 1 .0 0 .36 .20 •20 . .60 4.50 Road 6 .86 I

High-
Lead 7 .5 0 2.25 .44 .18 • 75 ■ 6.25

Cost

17.37 4

xBased on a five year life



of equal areas, but with .different average slopes, would the road lengths 

differ significantly? To resolve this question, a sample of 21 different 

logging sales, which used jammers as the sole means of skidding, was taken. 

For each sale, the road length and the area were measured by means of 

aerial photographs. In addition, the average slopes were measured directly 

with the use of a clinometer.. Two groups were formed as Table XVI 

indicates.

The following hypothesis was tested:

J2
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Ho : = Ua (road length/area are equal for the two slope classes)

l̂"' ^l ^ ^2

The test statistic used was:

tcalc.
L - L 73.77 - 67.35 
• s '  = ' 6.39 1.005

The table value of t can be estimated from the expression ,(see 5 ,

p.8l)
' T h  * V g

W 1 +  W 2

Where: w^ = s^ /n^ (See Table XVI)

t. = students t for (n. - l) degree of freedom

.025
(30.75) (2.31) + 10.07 (2 .2 0) 

30 .'75 + 10.07 2.28

Since t' = 1.005 < t ' = 2.28 it was concluded that there is not

significant difference between ^ 1 and y^. Therefore, for this case, the

road lengths per area on jammer skidding sales do not vary significantly
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Total 
Average L. 
Variance ;

DATA FOR ROAD LENGTH VS. SLOPE ANALYSIS
TABLE XVI

Road length/Area 
for Slopes < 30%

Road length/Area 
for Slopes > 35%

57.65 65.17

76.92 7 8 .2 1

54.52 69.69
99.57 49.56
53.24 75.94

7 0 .8 2 67.52
74.41 7 1 .1 2

93.37 8 0 .1 2

83.43 55.00
68.54 '

48.62
78.67

663.93 8 0 8 .1 6

= 73.77 L2 = 67.35

12 = 276.76 s 2 = 1 2 0 .7 6

T  . i
/ 2  2/ I + 2 = 6.39a V nI n 2



with the slopes.

Although the length of the road does not increase with increased 

slope, the cost to huild a road will increase because more earth has to "be 

moved. Forbs ̂ g ̂ gives the data in Table XVII for the type of roads 

required.

TABLE XVII

DATA FOR CRAWLER DISTANCE BEADED AS A FUNCTION OF SLOPE

Lipear'feet per hour (large crawler) Slope

100 30°

200 20°

400 10°

The slopes in this table were converted to percent and the following 

quadratic equation was fit:

(29) F =  .185 S2 - 21.155S + 715.0448

Where:'F = linear feet per hour of road bladed •

■ S =•'slope in percent

Assuming the cost of owning and operating the large crawler is 

$13.58/hour, the cost per linear foot is given by equation (30).

(30) Cost per linear foot = 13.58/F

The only problem remaining is to determine the number of feet of 

additional road that the jammer requires. A sample of 64 logging sales, 

all of which were completely logged when the measurements were taken.
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showed the following:

1) Average linear feet of roads, jammer method = 7,397 ft.
x ' • • ' p

2) Average area skidded by jammer = 1,0^9,024 ft.

3) Average linear feet of roads, other methods = 2,911 ft.

4) Average area skidded by other methods 1,557,670 ft:

The jammer.needs .OO7O5 ft,/ft. of roads whereas the other methods
0 •

require .OOI87 ft/ft. of roads making a difference of .0052 ft. of 

additional"road required by the jammer for every square foot of area that 

it skids. "The amount o f ,additional road cost per hour will increase as 

the rate of production increases.

It is 'assumed that the average stand density is 13,500 board feet 

per acre. This yields a value of .24-12 board feet/ft. or 4l45.9 ft./MBF. 

The area (A) skidded by the jammer in one hour would be given by equation

(31).

(31) A =  (414-5".9 ft?/MBF. ) (J),

Where: J = the production of the jammer in MBF. per hour.

The number of feet of road required per hour additionally for the 

jammer, "R", is given b y  equation (3 2).

(32) R =  ( .00-52 ft ./ft?) (A)

The additional cost of road per hour, "C" ,' for the jammer is ecjtial 

to the number of feet required'per hour times the cost per linear foot. 

From, equations (32') and (30) this is:

(33) C ;= .0052 A (13.58/F)



"A" is given by equation (31) and "F" is given by (29) to yield in 
equation (33):

C = (.0052) (41U5.9) (J) #(13.58)/■('. 185 S2 - 21.1555 + 715.0448).
"j" is defined as the production rate per hour which can be found 

from equation (14). "S" is the value of the average slope in percent.

Simplifying,-' equation" ( 33) becomes ■ ■■

C = (292.77 J) / (.185 S2 - 21.1555 + 715.0448).
This equation was used to estimate additional road cost per hour for 

the jammer "In the comparisons.

CONCLUSION
The tables' illustrating the economic comparisons are given in 

Appendix 11. The"only figure that predominates in the majority of cases 

is that for the jammer. Even with road costs included, the profit is still 

high. Remember, however, that these figures assume 100% productivity. It 

is estimated that the jammers observed were operating at less than 50% of 

the time. "When they were operating, however, the figures indicate their 

productivity-per hour.' Another problem with the jammer is the limita

tion placed upon-it" b y  the-necessities of conservation. In most places, 

the additional roads increase erosion.

The confidence intervals give.an indication of the variability of the 

method.: If the confidence limits do not overlap, then the machine with 

the higher mean value is definitely superior for' those conditions under 

consideration. When the confidence intervals overlap, the values of the

69
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means (relative profit) could be equal.

To use the tables it is only necessary to know the average slope, 

board foot‘volume per log and distance. Knowing these, the correct row and 

column can "be'found bn the appropriate chart. In the appendix tables are 

given for TO board feet per 'log, slopes from 5% to- b0% and distance from' 

100' to 800'. Charts are at the Forestry Science Laboratory and at the 

Industrial-1Engineering department at Montana State.University, Bozeman, 

Montana, for'a range of board foot volumes per log.from 70 to 150. In 

these tables'slopes range from 5% to 50% and distances range from 1 0 0' to 

1100'. The'distance for the jammer is held constant at 75'•

This concludes the economic comparison of the seven methods of 

skidding under various conditions. The seven machines compared serve as 

an example "for'comparisons of other'machines, Future studies could be 

concerned with'comparing'machines given distributions of the variables 

affecting cycle time. ■ For an exploration of a method by which this could 

be done see Appendix IV on Monte Carlo Simulation.



CHAPTER VI

A PRELIMINARY INVESTIGATION OF OTHER SYSTEMS

INTRODUCTION
The seven types'of skidders compared were from the Rocky Mountain. 

Area in the' locality of Bozeman, Montana. Other systems which are not 
employed in" this area may he superior to the systems compared. The 
determination,of.whether these other systems should he employed is beyond 
the scope of this thesis. A limited amount of information was acquired 
on more advanced systems in the course of this research. The purpose of 
this1 chapter-is'to'present'this information and to stimulate further 
study in the area"of.more advanced systems.

The data'for'this " chapter'was'gathered during two trips of one 
week duration-each. The first trip was primarily devoted to estab
lishing a good"central-location from which to study portable high lead 
skidders CyaTders) - on"the- second'trip. The latter part of the first 
trip was devoted'to-the-observation-of the Balloon Logging Systems 
currently employed-'by' Bohemia- Lumber Co. of Culp' Creek, Oregon. On 
the second-trip-portable’high-lead skidders were observed in the locality 
of Cle Eluni, Washington.

BALLOON LOGGING ..........
The balloon-system-is -similar in'many respects to other yarding 

systems. Instead of the winch pulling directly on the log, however, it 
is used to propel the balloon. The logs are attached to the balloon by
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means of a cable. When the cables connecting the balloon to the winch are 

allowed to"slacken, the balloon .rises. The logs are then flown down to 

the landing. As the balloon is moved by the winch, it acquires additional 

lift with added speed.

Table XVIII presents a summary of the data that were obtained from a 

time study "of eleven cycles of the balloon. Notice first the low cycle 

time as well as the long distance. The low cycle time for moving the 

logs over such a long distance is due to two factors. The first of these 

is the■speed‘that the balloon can be moved. Because the log does not 

contact the ground, it can be moved with great speed. Note the veloc

ities given in table XVIII. The other factor that lowered cycle time 

was the number of men hooking and unhooking chokers and the speed with 

which they were working. To illustrate, comparing hooking and unhooking 

times with "those of the high lead studies in Chapter III, hooking time 

for the balloon was about h0% of hooking time for the high lead, and 

unhooking time - for' the'- balloon . was' about 34% of that for the high lead. 

Since hooking" and unhooking times could account for about 30% of the 

cycle time-it"would be'desirable'to have chokers hooked and unhooked at 

the same rate for' either-method, in order to get a fair comparison.

The velocity'of'moving'the'balloon when it is loaded exceeded that 

when it was unloaded because■the•balloon was pulled directly toward the 

landing. Also additional'time was required to lower the.balloon 

correctly'in"the woods, which was included as part of the "travel
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TABLE XVTII

DATA QN BALLOON LOGGING

Quantity 

Time per Cycle

Time Travel'Unloaded 

Time to Hook Chokers 

Time Travel Loaded 

Time to Unhook Chokers 

No. of Logs per Cycle 

Distance 

Slope

No. of Men in Operation 

Velocity Loaded 

Velocity Unloaded

Average

0 .1 0 2 0 hr. 

0.0547 hr. 

O.OI65 hr. 

0.0247 hr. 

0 .006l hr. 

4.46 logs 

2800 ft.

4o#
5 Men

21.4 M.P.H. 

9.7 M.P.H.



unloaded" element. It was observed that in pulling the logs toward the 
landing, the speed with which the balloon was being pulled had to be main
tained until the logs hit■the ground. This was to prevent the momentum of 
the balloon and the logs from carrying themselves over the heads of the 
men on the landing. If the logs were to overshoot the landing, the 
situation Would be quite hazardous. In bringing the logs down at such 
a rapid speed, some of the logs were damaged. A loader was kept busy 
moving the"logs away so that they would not be damaged by those coming 
on the next cycle.

The major advantage of the balloon logging system is its reduction 
of road costs' ' A substantial savings could be realized in road costs 
alone if this- system is developed to compensate for its shortcomings. An 
economic study should now be done to see if this point has yet been 
reached. Other'things that'should be taken into account in this study 
are down time due to weather, life expectancy, and.the necessity of 
supporting-equipment. Once an economic study established its profitability 
on the West Coast, other studies should be done to see if it is applicable 
in the Rocky Mountain area.

HIGH LEAD "
Several portable.high lead operations were observed in the vicinity of 

Cle Elum5 Washington." Time studies were done for four of these operations 
(See Table.XIX )• A complete economic comparison of these methods with the 
methods already.compared was prevented because of lack of time. The time
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per cycle.is for the given conditions listed. Note that the number of 
logs per cycle is lower.due to the increased diameters of the logs.
Since cost figures were not obtained for these methods, comparisons' 
can only he made in terms of cycle time. This can he done "by evalu
ating the regression equations and comparing the cycle time to the 
cycle time,"given'in Table XIX. This is not a statistical test, hut 
the comparison with respect to the confidence intervals will give an 
intuitive idea of the'relative productivities for the,machines. It 
is hoped that this summary will serve as a basis for future investi
gation of more advanced systems.

CONCLUSION
By evaluating the equations and'comparing cycle times it can be - 

seen that in'the vast majority of cases, the high lead .skidders 
studied in the'vicinity of Cle Elum have.lower cycle timesj Since.the 
time was not available to do a complete comparison for these machines, 
it cannot be,determined'at this time whether these machines are 
economically superior. Even if all of the necessary information was 
available,'until'these'machines were applied in the Rocky Mountain area, 
a fair comparison could not be made.

■ The information gathered on both trips indicated that all of the 
methods observed could' feasibly be applied in the Rocky Mountain area.

jAlthough an®economic comparison could not be made for these machines,

j;
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it is safe 'to say that such a'comparison would be very beneficial.
"v

Future-efforts, therefore, should be made in this direction.



TABLE XIX

SUMMARY OF 'TIME 'STUDIES FOR OTHER HIGH LEAD METHODS

Cycle Uo. of Standard High 95# Low 95% No, of
Method Time Cycles • Deviation C.I. ' C.I. Slope.. Distance- Logs-

65’ Skookum .0842 7 .0126 .0959 .0725 50# 700' 2.14

65' Skookum .0726 21 .0227 .0829 ;0623 50# 600' 2.00
65' Skookum .0833 19 . 0341 .0997 .0669 50# 400' 2 .0 0

1 0 0' Skagit (1020 12 '.0233 .1168 .0872 . 10# 4 9 2' 2 .00

Qther Information: pi

1) Feur man crews were usedfer all above.

2) First three Skeokums cost per hour is approximately the same as 

' the Skagit studied in Chapter III. (See Table XIV)

3) The 100' Skagit's ,first cost, was approximately $85,000.

4) Set up times Were approximately I 1/2 hours. .
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APPENDIX.



APPENDIX I 

TABLE XX

EXAMPLE OF DATA OUTPUT FOR SMALL RUBBER-TIRED SKIDDER

Time To Time For

Turn
No.

Time 
• Depart 
Deck

Time
Arrive
Woods

Travel 
Unloaded 
In Hours

Time
Chokers
Hooked

Hooking 
Chokers 
In Hours

Time
Depart
Woods

I. .0001 .0241 .0240 .0691 .0450 .0801

2 .1630 .2025 .0395 .2440 .0415 .2560

3 .0780 .1245 .0465 .1865 .0620 .1890

U .0001 .0271 ,0270 .0856 .0585 .0946

5 .24 30 .2885 .0455 .3505 .0620 .3660

6 .2920 ..3340 .0420 . .3860 .0520 .3945

T .1640 .2100 .0460 .3000 .0900 .3210

8 .2590 .2950 .0360 .3410 ' .o46o . 34-90
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TABLE XX
EXAMPLE OF DATA OUTPUT FOR SMALL RUBBER-TIRED SKIDDER (continued)

Time For Time To Time To
Freeing Time Travel Time Unhook Time Time To
Logs Arrive Loaded Unhooking • Chokers Pecking Deck
'In Hours Deck In Hours Complete In Hours Complete In Hours

.0110 .1001 .0200 .1131 .0130 .1331 .0200

.0120 .2770 . 0210 .2870 . 0100- .3640 .0770

.0025 .2075 .0185 .2205 ' .0130 .2630 .0425

.0090 ' .1151 .0205 .1606 .0455 ; 2031 .0425

.0155 .1+050 .0390 .1+290 .0240 .4820 .0530

.0085 .1+170 .0225 .1+380 . 0210 .4640 ' .0260

.0210 .3̂ 65 .0255 .3669. . 0195 .4o4o .0380

.0080 .3775 .0285 ■ .1+01+0 .0265 .4605 .0565
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TABLE, XX
EXAMPLE OF DATA OUTPUT FOR SMALL RUBBER-TIRED SEIDDER (continued)

No.
Of
Logs

Average 
Time/Log 
To Hook

Average 
Time/ 
Log To 
Unhook

Distance-
In-
Feet
Unloaded

Distance
In
Feet
Loaded

Average
Time/50'
Unloaded
Interval

Average
Time/50
Loaded
Interval

5 .0090 .0026 3 0 0. 300. .0040 . .0033

6 .0069 .0016 3 0 0. 3 0 0. ' .0065 .0035

5 .0124 .0026 ' 300. 300. . 00-77 .0030

7 .0083 .OO65 350. 350. .0038 .0029

5 .0124 .0048 ■ 350. 350. .0065 .0055

6 .0086 .0035 350. 350. . .0060 .0032

4 • .0225 .0048 350. 350. .0065 .0036

5 ■ .0092 .0053 350. 350, .0051 .0040
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TABLE XX
EXAMPLE OF DATA OUTPUT FOR SMALL RUBBER-TIRED SKIDDER (continued)

Board
Foot

Weight
In

Slope
As Soil

Number
Of.
Men

Number
Of
Men- Foreign

Volume' Pounds Decimal- Class 1 Hooking Unhooking Elements

570. 6486. - .1 1 0 0 I. I I ■

640. 7283. - .1 1 0 0 I I I .0225

535. ’ ' . 6 0 8 8.. 1100 I I I

Operator
stopped

555. 6315. ' -,1100 I I I

390. 4438. . - . 1 1 0 0 I I I

430. 4893. - .1 1 0 0 I I I

2 0 0, 2276. -.IlOQ I I I ,

6 7 0. 7624. - .1 1 0 0  - I I ' I



APPENDIX II
SELECTION OF THE "BEST" REGRESSION' EQUATION BY 
THE USE OF AN ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE TECHNIQUE

PROBLEM

The purpose of developing regression equations is usually to make 

predictions. For this reason, it is desired to include as many variables 

as possible within the equation in order to make the prediction as reliable 

as possible.' Economic and physical limitations usually prohibit all pos

sible variables from being included. Physical limitations can be handled 

by soynd engineering judgement ip restricting a study to exclude (l) the 

variables that'are physically unable to be measured and (2 ) variables that 

obviously have-no"Relationship to the dependent variable. Economic 

limitations can be handled by attempting to balance the cost of including 

extra terms" with the value that they will yield in the prediction.

A number of statistical"techniques have been devised to aid in reducing 

the number~of-variables , . The technique to be discussed here
(4, Ch. 6)

is a form of the "backward elimination procedure", mentioned by Draper and 

Smith.

METHOD

This method of elimination utilizes the technique of analysis of

variance. The regression equations are calculated, one for each additional ,

independent variable. The variables' are ordered in some fashion X , X^,..

... X . An F statistic is calculated for each.variable (F . ) as it is ’ p calc
the last, to enter the equation. That is, the F statistic calculated for
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X. is calculated from the sum of squares accounted for by X1 , X , I _L ed •

and X^ minus the sum of'squares accounted for by X^, X^. and Xi-1 *
The ordering is determined by the analyst who should try to put the least 

significant'variables last.

The lowest" F' statistic calculated (Ipcalc) for the variables is compared 

with the- table"value of F (F^) for some particular significance level 

(degrees o f 'freedom will be discussed below). I f F  n < F the variable 

that yielded" the lowest Fcalc is removed from the equation. This process 

is rerun without this variable and the above analysis of variance test is 

repeated.

If all of the'Fcalc values are greater than F^ the equation is adopted 

as it stands.-

PROCEDURE

In order-to illustrate the1general procedure of eliminating variables 

from a regression equation-, a summary of the general procedure of establish

ing the regression"equation will first be given. This will be done because 

many of the values used to"calculate the terms in the analysis of variance 

are "by products" of the regression analysis.

The model for the=multiple regression, neglecting error terms is:

(34) Y = a + B1̂ 1 + ^2^2 + 3̂X3 + • • • •+ ^p^p

The estimate for the parameters will be .given by:

(3 5) 'Y'= a + b 1X1 + bgXg + b 3X 3 +....+ bpXp
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Where:

Y = the dependent variable

X^= the i**1 independent variable

p = the number of independent variables

By using the method of least squares, equation (35) will be determined

by minimizing Z(Y-Y)^ for all points of the line. This is done by setting

the partial derivative of the total deviation from the regression line with

respect to "each of the estimated variables (dependent included) equal to

zero ^ 848)' t1i^s yields the following p + I equations:

Na + b nZX +...+ b ZX = ZY 
1 1  P P

aZX. + K  ZXv 2 +....+ b ZX X = ZYX1 1 1 1  p i p  I

(36) .

aZX + b ZX1X +...+ b ZX = ZYX P I I P  P P  I
where N = the number of observations and summations for each Z,

By shifting to Y- Y 5 X -^-X1 , X^ + X^ etc. as the origin, sim

plications can be made. The equation set (36) above becomes:

Na

b1Zx1 + bgZx^Kg +...+ b Zx1Xp. =' Zyxj 

W g  * >̂2̂ 2. bp Ex2Xp = lyxS-

(37)

b lZxlXp + b 2Zx2Xp + - ' -+ bpZXp = ZyXI
2
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Where:, x.̂  .= X. - X; y = Y.- :
2 2 — 2henee,^. .Ix_ = IXi - NXi and

Ix .X . = IX.X. NY;X. i% j 1 "j ■ i j
lx. = I(X -x) = 0 .

Note that all of the terms, hut one in the first equation of equation 

set (3 6) becomes zero.

From the first equation of equation set (37) it is seen that a = 0 

under the transformation. Each b^ however maintains its same value. By- 

solving the last.p simultaneous equations of equation set (37) the tu's 

can be found. The value of "a" can then be found by the following 

relation:

(38) a = Y - b 1X1 - b 2X2 - ... - bpXp

In order to solve the last p simultaneous equations of set (37) the p

sets of equations given by (39^), (39g),..., (39 ) are first solved (see

next page). In these equations c .. = c ... Once the c ..'s are found by
ij J1 1J

standard methods,;,^ 4,p.849)
equation (3 8) and the following:

the regression coefficients can be found by

h  = 0U syxI + =12=yx2 1 ...+ oip syxp

b2 =  0I S s y V +  0S S s y x S  + - - ' +  0S p s y x p

(HO) .

bp = 0IpsyxI + 0SpsyxS--■••+ 0PPsyxP
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=IIexI *' c12ixlX2 -- 0Ip e xIx p  = 1 

0U e x Ix2 * C12Ex 22 +• • •- 0Ip ex211P = 0
(39^) .

oH 2xIxp - cI22V tp ----- °ipEv  - °

(BS2 )

°21Exl ' V 0222V 2 °2pEV p
021EX1X2 * °22EX2 + -' -- W p

= O 

= I

W xP W p + . °2pEXp O

0P i2xI  -  0P22V 2 -•

oPi2V 2 - V x22 -•

. + c Zxn x = O : ■ pp I p

■+ 0PP2V p  -  -°

<39p)

0Pl2V p  - 0P22V p  -• ■'- 0PP2xP ' 1
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Having established the prodedure for estimating the regression 

equations it will now he demonstrated how many of the same terms can he 

employed in' the variable elimination procedure. The first step of this 

procedure is to set up the analysis of variance table. The variable 

is considered first, its sum of squares term equaling the sum of the 

squared deviation of the dependent variable Y minus the deviations from 

the regression of Y on or:

(41) SSx l  = Dy2 -  Evx l 2 ' 

where Z v ^  = gyZ _
The term b ^ ^  refers to the ith independent variable of the

regression with a total of J independent variables (the variables being

in the same order as in the model (equation (35))• ■ This means that the

regression analysis must be run p times, once for.the addition of each

independent variable. T h u s r e f e r s  to b^ in the equation

Y = a --Kb̂ X;̂ .;. b ^ ^ y  refers- to b~ in-the - equation Y = a + b^X^ + b^X^

+ b_X„ + b,%' and so on. The SSv. term can.be reduced to: 
o j ■‘i . 4 - A l

(!t2) SSX1 r h d ) ^ ! .
The second term to be considered is X y  What is required is the 

variation caused by X_ above that caused by X^. Therefore the sum of 

squares for"this term is the total effect of X^ and X^ minus the sum of 

squares of'X^.

(43) SS

whefe Ev
X2ADJ 
2

X1X2

ZtX1X2 SSX1
_ b ^ y  Eyx^ - bg^g) ^yx2
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therefore

(H4) 49 * * * * * SSx2ADJ bl(2) EyXl + h2(2) Zyx2 ' SSX1
The third variable will have the sum of squares equation:

(45) ssX3Ar)j = l31(3) zJrx1. + l32(3) ZyX2 + b3(3) ZyX3 ~ SSX2ADJ “ SSX1
and so forth until the last (pth) variable:

lh6) ssXP ADJ = bI(P)zyxI + bS(P)zyxP +'-+ bP(P)zyxP - ssX(P-I)ADJ 
SSX(p-2)ADJ ssXl

The sum of,squares due to regression is equal to the total of the 

sum of squares for each term:

(4-7) SSDUE T0 REG “ SSxi + SSX2ADJ + SSX3ADJ + " * ’+ SSXP ADJ

The residual or error sum of squares is equal to the difference

of ssTQTAL " 88BUE TO REG which is also calculationally equivalent to 
equation (48).

(MI) SSerror = ~ bl ( p ) Zyxl . -  b2(p) Zyx2 -----bp(p) Zyxp
The total sum of squares is:

(49) ssTQTAL = Sy
The analysis of variance table can now be set up as in Table XXI.

The total degrees of freedom are similar to the usual analysis of

variance, that is, the total number of observations minus one. Each of

the dependent variables has associated with it one degree of freedom. 

Hence the error term loses p degrees of freedom (one for each dependent

variable). The "due to regression" term, being a sum of all the in

dependent variable terms, has p degrees of freedom.



TABLE XXI

GENERAL ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE TABLE

Source of Variance
Degrees of 
Freedom

SS Equa
tion No. MS ^calc

Due to Regression P (47) SSDUE TO REG  ̂P m8DUE TO REG / MSerror

Xl I ' (42) I—I CO MSvi / MS.Xl error

X2ADJ ' I (44) SSX2ADJ / 1 MSX2ADJ / MSerror

X3ADJ I (45) ssXSADJ / 1 msXSADJ  ̂MSerror

' XP ADJ I (46) . SSXP ADJ Z 1 . MSXP ADJ / MSerror

Error N-l-p (48) SS=rror Z

N-I (49)Total
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A significance-level should he chosen prior to the analysis. The

F value can then he-determined from the table (n. and n0 beinga, n^, n^ I 2
the degrees of freedom in the numerator and denominator respectively).

If F- < F , for all X . , then the equation will he accepted as ita, n^, n̂ - calc i *
stands. If F > F n for any X. then the X. corresponding to thea, n , Ug calc i r ^ &
lowest Fc^ c is discarded and the entire process is rerun with p' = p-1  

where p' is the new number of independent variables.

CONCLUSION

Although this procedure may seem to be long, with the use of a 

digital computer the additional calculations, with equations of four or 

five independent variables, become nominal. Of course the number of 

calculations in any multiple regression analysis usually requires a 

computer. The time to make all of the calculations by hand is usually 

prohibitive.

It is'possible that many simplifications in the above procedure 

could be maJde. "This presentation attempted to show the calculational 

procedures "and maintain an intuitive explanation as well. For this reason, 

the logic behind the equations was stressed above any short cut methods of

calculation.



APPENDIX III

SAMPLE OUTPUT CHARTS

The .following . charts show the • format for the computer output of 

relative profits. For each - distance, slope,.and machine, the 

regression times per MBF. (Reg. Time), relative profits (Rel.

■ Profit), high 95% confidence intervals (Max..95% C.I.), and low 

95% confidence intervals (Mim..95% C.I.) are given. These charts 

were based on an average of 70 board feet per log. Slopes range 

from 5% to 40%, and distances:range from 1 0 0 feet to 800 feet.

.These figures should be viewed as relative values since.'100%

productivity at the rate timed was assumed.
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5% Slope -70 Board Feet Per Log

LISTAEGE SMALL
CRAWLER

MEDIUM
CRAWLER

■ LARGE 
CRAWLER

SMALL
RUBBER
TIRED

LARGE
RUBBER
TIRED

HIGH
LEAD

JAMMER

100 Reg. Time • 55 • 56 • 43 • 35 .42 .28 .49
Rel. Profit 8.32 6,79 9.02 16.42 9.68 9.20 7.50
Max 95# 0.1. 11.68 8.20 10.69 22.07 -11.55 18.64 10.94
Mim 95# C.I. 6.07 5.63 7.62 12.71 8.13 3,68 5.17

200 Reg. Time .60 ..58 .48 .4o .43 .28 .49
Rel. Profit 7.15 6.29 7.03 13.57 '8.98 9.20 7.50
Max 95# C.I. -9.86 7.47 8.04 17.29 10.33 18.64 10.94
Mim 95# C.I. 5.26 5.30 6.i4 10,89 7 .8 1 3.68 5.17

300 Reg. Time .65 .60 .54 .45 .45 .28 .49
Rel. Profit 6 .l6 5.83 5.44 11.37 8.34 9.20 .7.50
Max 95# C.I. 8.68 6.90 6.26 14.02 9.40. 18.64 --IO.94
M i m -95# C.I. 4.4i 4.91 4.71 . 9.37 7.39 3.68 '5.17

'4oo .Reg. Time ' .70 ..62 .59 .50 .47. .28 • .49
■Rel. Profit 5.32 '5.39 '4.15 9.64 -7.74 9.20 7.50
Max 95# C.I. 7.86 6,45 5.02 11 .6 5 8.77 18.64 10.94
-Mim 95# C.I. 3.59 4.49 3.39 8.05 6,83 3.68 5.17

500 Reg. Time • 75 .64 .65 .56 .48 .28 .49
Rel. Profit 4.59 4.99 3.08 8.23 7.19 9.20 :7.50
Max 95# C.I. 7.26 6 .1 1 .4.06 9.87 8.36 18.64 10.94
M i m -95# C.I. 2.85 4.05 2.25 6.91 6 .1 7 3.68 5 .1 7

600 Reg. Time .81 .6 6 . .70 . .61 .50 ..28 .49
Rel. Profit .3.95 4.6i 2.18 7.07 6.67 9.20 7.50
Max 95# C.I. 6.77 /5.82 3.26 8.48 8.07 18.64 -10,94
-Mim .95# C.I. 2.20 3.61 1.28 5.92 5.48 3.68 5.17

700 Reg. Time .86 .68 -.76 .66 .52 .28 .49
Rel. Profit 3.39 4.26 i.4i 6.09 6.18 -9.20 7.50
Max 95# C.I. 6 .3 6 5.58 2.57 7.36 7.85 18.64 10.94
Mim -95# C.I. 1.63 3.19 .46 5.04 4.83 3.68 5.17

800 Reg. Time • 91 .71 .82 • 71 -.53 .28 .49
Bel. Profit 2.90 3.92 • 74 5.25 5.73 9.20 7.50
Max 95# C.I. 6.01 5.37 .1,97 6.44 7.65 18.64 10.94
M i m -95# C.I. 1.13 2.78 - . 2 3 4.28 4.22 3.68 5.17
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10% Slope JO Board Feet Per Log

DISTANCE SMALL MEDIUM LARGE SMALL LARGE HIGH JAMMER
CRAWLER CRAWLER CRAWLER RUBBER RUBBER LEAD

TIRED TIRED
100 Reg, Time .58 .58 .41 .34 • .42 ,30 .44

Rel. Profit 7.63 6 .2 1 9.90 1 7 .0 0 9.68 • 7.72 ■ 8.97
Max 95% C.I. 1 0 .1 2 - 7.36 1 1 .6 0 22.32 11.55 14.39' 12.40
Mim 95% C.I. 5.83 5.24 8.46 13.40 8.13 - 3.36- 6.57

200 Reg. Time .63 . 60 . 46 - .39 .43 .30 .44
Rel. Profit 6.57' 5.75 7.72 i4.oo • 8.98 7.72 • 8.97
Max 95% C.I. "8.43 6.67 8.62 ±7.30 10.33 14.39 12.4o
Mim 95% C.I. 5.15 ■ 4.96 6.90 11.54 7.81 3.36' 6.57

300 Reg.. Time . 68 .62 .52 .44 .45 .30 .44
Rel. Profit 5.67 5.33 6.00 li.71 8.34 ■ 7.72 - 8.97
Max 95% C.I.- 7.36 6 .1 2 6.68 13.90 9.40 14.39 - 12.40
Mim 95% C.I. 4.37 4 .6 2 5.37 9.97 7.39 3.36 6.57

Hoo Reg. Time .73 .65' .57 .49- .47 .30 .44
Rel. Profit 4.89 4.92 4.6l 9.91 7.74 7.72 8.97
Max 95% C.I. 6.67 5.71 5.38- 11.46 8.77 14.39 12.40
Mim 95% C.I. 3.57 4.23 3.91 8.62 6 .8 3 3136 6 .5 7

500 Reg. Time .78 .67 .63- • 55 .48 .30 . .44
Rel. Profit 4.22 4.55 3.46 8.45 7.19 7.72 8.97
Max 95% "C.I. 6.18 5.41 4.39 9.65 8.36l4.39 12.40
Mim 95% C.I. 2.83 3.81 2 .6 6 7.43 6 .1 7 3.36 6.57

6oo Reg. Time .83 .69 .68 .60 .50 .30 .44
Rel; Profit 3.63. 4.20 2 .5 0 7.25 6.67 7.72 8.97
Max.95% C.I. 5.79 5 .1 6 3.56 8 .2 7 ■ 8.07 14.39 12.40
Miml95% C.I- 2.17 3.38 I ..61 6.38 5.48 3.36 6.57

TOO Reg. Time .89- .71 .74 .65 .52 .30 .44
Rel. Profit 3.11 3.87 ■ 1.68 6.24 6 .1 8 7.72 8.97
Max 95% C.I. 5.46 4.95 2.84 7.IT 7.85 14,39 ■ 12.40
Mim 95% C.I. 1 .6 0 2.97 .74 5.44 4.83 3:36 6.57

800 Reg. Time .94 - .73 .80 .70 .53 ■ .30 .44
Re!. Profit 2.64 3.56 .98 5.39 5.73 7.72 8.97
Max 95% C.I. 5 .1 6 4 .7 7 2.21 6.28 7 .6 5  14.39 ' 12.40-
Mim 95% C.I. 1 .0 9 2.58 - .0 0 4 .6 2 4.22 3.36 6.57
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15# Slope .70 Board Feet Per Log

DISTANCE

100

200

300

400

500

600

700

C SMALL MEDIUM
CRAWLER CRAWLER

LARGE
CRAWLER

SMALL
RUBBER
TIRED

LARGE
RUBBER
TIRED

HIGH
LEAD

JAMMER

Reg. Time . 61 .61 .39 .33 .42 .32 .39
Rel. Profit 7.01 5.68 10.87 ■ 17.62 9.68 6.39 10.76
Max 95# C.I. 9.08 6.72 12.85 23.78 11.55 11.05 i4.4o
Mim 95# 0.1. 5.46 4.79 9.23 13.61 8.13 3.04 8.18

Reg. Time .66 .63 .44 .38 .43 .32 .39
Rel. Profit 6.04 5.26 8.47 .14.46 8.98 6.39 10.76
Max 95# C.I. 7 Al 6.06 9.46 18.20 10.33 11.05 14.40
Mim 95# C.I. 4.94 4.55 7.58 11.75 7.81 3.04 8.18

Reg. Time • 71 .65 .50 -.43 .45 .32 .39
Rel. Profit 5.22 4.86 6.59 12.07 8.34 6.39 10.76
Max 95# C.I. 6.36 5.53 7.27 .14.47 .9.40 .11.05 i4.4o
Mim 95# C.I. 4.28 4,26 5.98 •10.19 7.40 3.04 8.18

Reg..Time .76 .67 .55 .49 .47 .32 .39
Rel. Profit 4.50 4.49 5.09 10.19 7.74 6.39 10.76
Max 95# C.I. 5.73 5.14 5.85 11.82 8.77 11.05 l4.4o
Mim 95# C.I. 3.52 3.91 4.4i 8.85 6.83 -3.04 8.18

Reg. Time .81 .69 .61 .54 .48 .32 .39
Rel. Profit 3.88 4.i4 3.86 8.68 7.19 6.39 '10.76
Max 95# C.I. 5.31 4.85 4.79 ' 9.86 8.36 11.05 i4.4o
Mim .95# C.I. 2.78 3.52 3.06 7.68 6.17 3.04 8.18

Reg. .Time .86 • 71 .66 .59 .50 .32 .39
Rel. Profit 3,33 3.82 2.84 7-44 6.67 6.39 10.76
Max 95# C.I. 4.98 4.62 3.91 8.38'- 8.07 11.05 i4.4o
Mim 95# C.I. 2.13 3.12 1.94 6.63 5.48 3.04 8.18

Reg. Time .92 .73 .72 .64 .52 .32 .39
Rel. Profit .2.84 3.51 1.97 6.4l ' 6.18 6.39 10.76
Max 95# C.I. 4.71 4.43 .3.15 7.23 7.85 11.05 i4.4o
Mim .95# C.I. 1.56 2.73 .1.01 5.68 4.83 3.04 8.18

Reg. Time • 97 .76 .77 .69 • 53 . .32 .39
Rel. Profit 2.40 3.22 1.23 5.52 '5.73 6.39 10.76
Max 95# C.I. 4.46 -4.27 2.49 6.31 7.65 11.05 i4.4o
Mim 95# C.I. 1.06 2.36 .23 4.84 4.22 3.04 8.18

800
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20$ Slope 70 Board Feet Per;Log

DISTANCE

100

'300

300

4oo

500

600

700

E SMALL
CRAWLER

MEDIUM. 
CRAWLER

= LARGE 
CRAWLER

•SMALL
RUBBER
TIRED

LARGE . 
RUBBER 
TIRED

HIGH
LEAD

JAMMER

Reg. T;me .64 .63 .37 .32 .42 .33 • 34
Rel. Profit .6.45 5.19 11.95 18.26 9.68 5.20 ■13.00
Max 95$ C.I. 8.45 6.24 14.47 26.63 11.55 8.39 17.46
Mim 95$ C.I. 4.95 4.30 -9.93 13.38 8.13 .2.71 9.92

Reg. Time .69 .65 .42 • 37 .43 .33 .34
Rel. Profit 5.56 4.80 -9.29 14.94 8.98 5.20 13.00
Max 95$ C.I. .6.77 5.62 ■1 0 .6 1 20.05 10.33 8.39 17.46
Mim -.95$ C.I. • 4.57 4.08 .8.14 11.54 7 .8 1 2.71 9.92
"I
Reg. Time • 74 .67 . .48 .42 • 45 .33 .34
Rel. Profit 4,80 .4.43 7.24 12.44 8.34 5.20 .13.00
Max.95$ O.I. 5.67 5.11 8 .1 1 15.77 9.40 8.39 17.46
Mim 95$ C.I. 4.06 3.83 6.46 1 0 .0 1 7.39 2.71 -9.92

Reg. Time ,79 .70 ..53 .48 .47 .33 . -34
Rel. Profit .4.14 4.09 5 .6 1 1 0 .4 9 7.74 5.20 13.00
Max 95$ C.I. 5.02 4.72 6.48 12.78 8.77 8.39 17-46
Mim .95$ C.I. 3.40 -3.52 •4.84 8 .7 1 6.83 2,71 9.92

:Reg. Time .84 • 72 • 59 .53 .48 • 33 ..34
Rel. Profit 3.56 3.77 '4.29 8.92 7.19 5.20 13.00
Max 95$ C.I. 4.63 4.42 '5.29 .1 0 .6 0 8.36 8.39 17.46
M i m -95$ C.I. 2 .7 0 '3.18 3.43 7.57 6 .1 7 2.71 9.92

Reg. Time ,89 .74 .64 .58 ..50 .33 .34
Rel. Profit -3.04 3.46 3.20 7.64 6.67 5.20 13.00
Max 95$ C.I, 4.34 4.20 4.33 8.93 8.07 8.39 17.46
Mim 95$ C.I. 2,06 2.82 '2.25 6 .56 5.48 2.70 9.92

Reg./Time .94 .76 .70 .63 .52 .33 ...34
Rel. Profit 2.59 3.17 2.28 6.57 6.18 5.20 .13.00
.Max 95$ C.I. 4.09 .4.01 3.51 7.64 7.85 8.39 ■17.46
M i m -95$ C.I. .1.49 2.46 1 .2 7 5.67 4.83 2.71 9.92

Reg. Time 1.00 ..78 -.75 .68 .53 .33 .34
■Rel. Profit 2 .1 8 2.90 .1.49 5.67 5.73 5.20 13.00
Max 95$.'C.I:.: 3.88 3.85 2.80 6.61 7.65 8.39 17.46
M i m -95$ C.I. 1.00 2 .1 1 -.45 4.86 4.22 2.71 9.92

800
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2'5% Slope 70 Board Feet Per Log

DISTANCE SMALL
.CRAWLER

.MEDIUM
CRAWLER

■LARGE
CRAWLER

SMALL
RUBBER
■TIRED

LARGE
RUBBER
-TIRED

HIGH
LEAD

JAMMER

100 Reg. Time • .66 . .66 • 35 • 31 .42 .35 .29
Rel. Profit 5.93 . '4.74 13.16 18.95 9.68 •'4.12 15.91
Max 95% C.I. 8.09 /5.88 16.57 31.05 11.55 6.23 22.71

. Mim '.95% 'C.I. ■ 4.37 3.79 10.57 12.90 .8.13 2.35 11.66

- 200 Reg. Time • 72 .68 ,40 .36 .43 .35 .29
Rel. Profit 5-12 4.38 10.20 •15.44 8.98 4.12 15.91
Max 95% C.I. 6.44 5.29 ■12.09 22.84 10.33 6.23 2 2 .7 1
Mim.95% C.I. 4.06 3.58 8.62 .1 1 .1 3 7 .8 1 2.35 1 1 .6 6

300 Reg. Time • 77 .70 .46 .41 .45 .35 .29
Rel. Profit ■ 4.42 4.03 7.94 1 2 .8 2 8.34 •4.12 15.91
Max-95% C.I. 5.28 4.8i 9 .2 1 17.71 9.40 ■6.23 2 2 .7 1
Mim.95% C.I. 3.68 3.36 6.85 - 9.65 7.39 2.35 1 1 .6 6

•4oo Reg. Time .82 • 72 • 51 .47 .47 .35 .29
Rel. Profit 3.80 .3.71 6.18 10.79 7.74 4.12 15.91
Max '95% C.I. 4.55 4.42 7.29 14.22 8.77 6.23 2 2 .7 1
■ Mim .95% C.I. .3 .1 6 3.09 5.22 8:39 6.83 2.35 .11.66

500 Reg. Time .87 • .74 ' ■ .57 .52 .48 .35 .29
Rel. Profit 3.26 ■ 3.4l • 4.75 ■ 9.17 7.19 4.12 15.91
Max• 95% .0.1. 4.12 4.11 5.91 ■11.69 8.36 6.23 22.71
Mim 95% C.I. 2.. 54 2.80 3.77 7.30 6 .1 7 '2.35 11.66

600 Reg. Time .92 .76 .62 .57 .50 • .35 .29
■Rel..Profit 2.78 3.13 3.58 7.84 6.67 4.12 15.91
Max-95% C.I. 3.83 3.87 4,83 .9-77 8.07 6.23 ■2 2 .7 1
Mim.95% C.I. 1.94 2.48 2.55 6.34 5.48 2.35 1 1 .6 6

700 Reg. Time .97 . .78 .68 .62 .52 .35 .29
■Rel. !.’Profit 2.35 2.86 2.60 6.74 6.18 4.12 15.91
Max 95% C.I. 3.60 '3.68 3.93 8.31 .7.85 6.23 22.71
Mim.95% C.I. 1.40 2.16 '1.53 5.50 ■ 4.83 ■ 2.35 .1 1 .6 6

800 Reg..Time •1 .0 2 .81 .73 .68 • 53 .35 .29
■Rel. Profit 1.96 2.60 1.77 5.81 5.73 '4.12 15.91
Max 95% C.I. 3.40 3.51 3.16 7.14 7.65 6.23 .2 2 .7 1
Mim 95% C.I. .93 1 .8 5 .68 4.74 4.22 2.35 .11.66



30# Slope
98

'70 Board 'Feet-Per Leg

DISTANCE SMALL
CRAWLER

MEDIUM1 • 
CRAWLER

.LARGE
CRAWLER

SMALL
RUBBER
TIRED

LARGE
RUBBER
TIRED

HIGH
■LEAD

JAMMER

.100 Reg. Time ■ .69 .68 .33 • 30 .42 • 37 .24
Rel. Profit • 5.46 4.32 14.52 19.68 9.68 3.13 19.88
Max 95# C.I. 7.90 5.58 19.25 37.61 11.55 4.52 32.87
Mim 95% C.I. 3.78 3.29 11.17 12.32 8.13 .1.91 13.29

200 ■Reg..Time .75 • 70 .38 .35 .43 .37 .24
Reli-Profit 4.71 3.98. .•1 1 .2 0 '15.97 8.98 3.13 .19.88
Max 95# C.I. 6.28 5.04 7 13:93 26,71 10.33 4.52 32.87
Mim .95# C.I. 3.51 3.10 -9.06 10.63 '7 .8 1 • 1.91 -13.29

300 •Reg..Time .80 • 72 .44 ,4i • 45 .37 .24
Rel. -Profit ■ 4 .06 3 .6 6 8.72 13.23 8.34 3.13 19.88
Max 95# C.I. .5 .1 1 ■4.57 ■10.54 20.29 9.4o. :4.52 32.87
Mim 95# C.I. 3.20 :2.89 7.21 9.22 7.39 1.91 13.29

.4oo Reg..Time 885 • 74 . .49 ' .46 .47 . -37 . .24
Rel. Profit 3.49 3.36 6.79 •1 1 .1 1 7.74 3.13 19.88
Max 95# C.I. .4.31 4.19 8.28 '16.06 8.77 '4.52 32.87
Mim 95# C.I. .2.79 •2.66 '5.54 8.02 6.83 .1.91 13.29

500 Reg. Time »90 .77 • 55 • 51 .48 .37 . .24
Rel. Profit 2.98 3.08 5.25 9.42 7.19 3.13 19.88
Max 95# C.I. 3.80 '3.87 6 .6 6 13.08 8.36 4.52 32.07
Mim 95# C.I. 2.30 ,2.40 4.08- 6.98 6.17 1.91 13.29

600 Reg..Time .95 .79 .60 .56 .50 .37 .24
Rel. Profit 2.53 2.82 3.99 8 .0 6 6.67 3.13 19.88
Max 95# C.I. 3.46 3.62 5,43 10.87 8.07 4.52 32.87
Mim 95# C.I. 1 .7 8 2.13 .2.83 6.08 5.48 1 .9 1 13.29

700 Reg. Time 1.00 . .81 .66 .62 .52 .37 .24
Rel. Profit 2 .1 3. 2.56 2.95 6.92 6.18 3.13 19.88
Max 95# C.I. 3.22 3.4l .4.42 9.17 7.85 4.92 32.87
' Mim .95# C.I. 1 .2 8 I .85 1 .7 8 5.28 /4.83 .1.91 13.29

800 Reg.■Time 1 .0 0 . .81 .66 .62 • 53 .37 .24
'Rel. Prdfit 1 .7 6 2.32 2.07 5.96 5.73 3.13 .19.88
Max 95# C.I. 3.02 3.23 3.58 7 .8 2 7.65 4.52 32.87
Mim,.95# C.I, .83 .1.57 .89 4.56 4.22 1.91 13.29
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35% Slope 70 Board Feet Per Log

DISTMCE SMALL
CRAWLER

MEDIUM
CRAWLER

LARGE
CRAWLER

SMALL
RUBBER
TIRED

LARGE
RUBBER
TIRED

HIGH
LEAD

JAMMER

100 Reg. Time • 72 .71 .31 .29 .42 .38 .19
Rel. Profit 5 .0 2 3.93 1 6 .O7 20.45 9.68 2.24 25.71
Max 93$ C.I. 7.79 5.33 22.69 47.68 11.55 3.27 58.60
Mim 95% C.I. 3.22 2 .8 1 1 1 .7 6 11.71 8.13 1.31 14.82

200 Reg. Time .77 .73 . 36 .34 .43 .38 .19
Rel. Profit 4.33 3 .6 1 12.32 16.53 8.98 2.24 25.71
Max 95% C.I. 6 .2 1 4.81 1 6 .1 8 32.09 10.33 3.27 58.60
Mim 95% C.I. 2.98 2.64 9.50 1 0 .1 2 7 .8 1 1.31 14 .82

300 Reg. Time .83 .75 .42 .40 .45 .38 .19
Rel. Profit 3.73 3.32 9.56 13.65 8.34 2.24 25.71
Max 95% C.I. - 5.05 4.37 1 2 .1 5 23.66 9.40 - 3.27 58.60
Mim 95% C.I. 2.71 ■ 2.45 7 .5 5 6.78 7.39 1.31 14.82

Uoo Reg. Time • ■ .88 .77 .47 ' .45 .47 .38 .19
Rel. Profit 3.19 3.04 7.45 , 11.44 7.74 2,24 25.71
Max 95% 'C.I. 4.20 3.99 9.46 18.39. 8.77 3.27 58.60
Mim 95% C.I'. 2.38 2.2-4 5.85 7.64 6 .8 3 1.31 i4 . 82

500 Reg.- Time .93 .79 • 53 .50 .48 .38 .19
Rel. Profit 2.72 2.77 5.79 9.69 7.19 2.24 25.71
Max 95% C.I. 3.63 3.68 7.56 14.79 8 .3 6 3.27 58.60
Mim 95% C.I. 1.99 2.02 4.36 6 .6 6 6 .1 7 1.31 14.82

600 Reg. Time .98 .8 1 - .58 .55 .50 .38 .19
Rel. Profit 2 .3 0 2.52 4.43 8.27 6 .6 7 2.24 25.71
Max 95% C.I. 3.22 3.41 • 6.13 12.17 8.07 3.27 58.60
Mim 95%' C.I. I .'55 . 1 .7 8 3.09 5.80 5.48 1.31 14; 82

700 Reg. Time 1.03 .83 .64 .61 .52 .38 .19
Rel. Profit■ 1.91 ■ 2.29 3.32- 7.10 - 6.18 2.24 2 5 .7 1
Max 95% C.I. 2.93 3.19 4.99 10.19 7.85 3.27 58.60
Mim 95% C.I. 1 .1 2 1.53 2 .0 1 5.04 4 ..83 1.31 14.82

800 Reg.- Time 1 .0 8 . 86 .69 . 66 - .53 .38 .19
Rel. Profit 1.57 2.06 2.38 6.12 5.73 2.24 25.71
Max 95% C.I. 2.71 3.01 4.05 8.64 7.65 3.27 58.60
Mim 95% C.I. -.Tl 1.28 1 .1 0 4.36 4.22 1.31 14.82
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40% Slope 70 Board Feet,. Per Log,.,,.

■DISTMCE

100

SMALL ■MEDIUM LABGE SMALL LABGE HIGH JAMMEB

200

300

4oo-

500

600

700

.CRAWLER CRAWLER CRAWLER RUBBER
TIRED

■ RUBBER 
TIRED

■ LEAP

Reg. Time .75 .73 .29 .28 .42 .40 t:t ¥
Bel. -Profit 4.62 3.56 17.83 21.27 ■9.68 1.42 35.53
Max SJj0 G .I. 7-74 5-.11 27.20 64.56 11.55 2.49 240.71
Mim 9%  G.I. .2.70 2.38 12.36 1 1 .1 1 8413.' .46 =16.32

.Reg.-Time .Bo .75 .34 • 34 .43 .4o . .14
Rel. Profit 3.98 3.27 13.57 17.12 8.98 ■1.42 35.53
Max 9% C.I. .6.18 ■4.6l 18.98 39.88 '10.33 2.49 •240.71
Mim 95$ C.I. 2.48 2.21 9.94 9.61 7 .8 1 . .46 16.32

Reg..Time ' .85 .77 .40 .39 .45 .4o .14
Rel. Profit 3.42 2.99 10.50 14.09 -8.34 1.42 35.53
M a x .95$ C.I. 5.02 4.19 14.08 28.18 ■9.4o .2.49 240.71
Mim -95$ C.I. 2.24 2.04 7.90 8.35 7.39 .46 16.32

■Reg. .Time • 91 .79 .45 .44 .47 .4o . .14
Rel. Profit 2.92 2.73 ' 8.18 1 1 .7 8 7.74 ■1.42 35.53
Max 95$ C.I. .4.15 3.82 1 0 .8 7 21.35 8.77 ■ 2.49 ■240.71
M i m .95$ C.I. 1.97 1 .8 5 6.15 7.27 6.83 .46 16.32

Reg. Time .96 .82 .51 .49 .48 .4o .14
Bel. Profit 2.48 2.48 6.36 9.96 -7.19 1.42 35.53
Max 95$ C.I. -3.52 3.50 .8.62 16.88 8.36 ■2.49 ■240.71
Mim 95$ C.I. 1.65 1,65 4.64 6.34 .6 .1 7 .46 16.32

■Reg..Time 1 .0 1 . .84 .56 • 54 .50 . .4o .14
Rel. Profit .2.08 2.25 4.91 8.49 6.67 1.42 35.53
Max 95$ C.I. 3.07 ■ 3.24 6.95 13.74 .8.07 2.49 240,71
Mim 95$ C.I. 1.29 1.44 3.34 5.52 5.48 .46 16.32

Reg. Time 1.06 .86 .62 ,60 ■ .52 .4o ..i4
Rel. Profit 1.72 2.02 . 3.71 7.29 6.18 1.42 35.53
Max.95$ C.I. 2.74 -3.01 5.65 n .4 o 7.85 2.49 240,71
M i m . 95$ C.I. .92 1.22 '2.24 4.8o 4.83 '.46 16.32

Reg. Time ■1 .1 1 .88 .67 .65 .53 .4o ■ .14
Rel. Profit 1.39 .1 .8 1 ■2.71 6.27 5.73 1.42 35.53
Max 95$ C.I. 2.48 '2 .8 1 4.59 9.60 7.65 2.49 240.71
Mim 95$ C .I. .56 1.00 1.30 ,4.16 ■4.22 .46 16.32

800



APPENDIX IV

SIMULATION OF SKIDDING'METHODS COMMONLY EMPLOYED 
' IN THE -ROCKY MOUNTAIN .AREA

INTRODUCTION

Through the use of regression’ equations, skidding methods have 

been economically compared for,various conditions of slope, distance 

and.the number of logs per skidding cycle. Given these three vari

ables the machine that yields the highest relative profit can be 

obtained.

The question that now comes to mind is--what if a logging 

contractor does not know the slope, distance, arid the number of logs 

per skidding cycle? In other words, he wants to purchase a piece of 

equipment for a future job, but does not know where this job will be 

other than the general area. He is not sure how the roads will have 

to be set up and therefore is unsure of the distance of each skidding 

•cycle. He is not sure that the number of logs per cycle will be con

sistent. He also does not know what the average board foot volume 

per log will be.

It is evident that this contractor cannot use the model devel

oped, for which these- parameters must be known. On the other hand, 

although he does not know these parameters for certain, if he does 

have past data from which a distribution can be formed, he can ac

quire a tremendous insight into the problem before him. If he knows
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that conditions will not vary significantly from his past exper

ience, he can rely on another method for determining the most 

profitable skidder to purchase. This cap- now be determined by 

Monte Carlo'Simulation.

MONTE CARLO SIMULATION

Monte Carlo Simulation-is a method for randomly obtaining a 

distributed variable from its distribution in the proportion that 

it exists in- the distribution. This is best explained by the 

simple example of flipping a coin. Of course, if a fair coin, is 

flipped a large number of times it is expected to yield heads 

half of the time and tails half of the time. . Suppose, for now, 

that this is unknown. A sample of 20 flips is taken yielding 10 

heads and 10 tails. The frequency distribution is plotted in 

Figure I. It is now desired to sample from this distribution.

The first.step is to put the distribution in cumulative form 

(Figure 2). The vertical scale is changed .from frequency to rela

tive frequency-or fractional form. Since the total sample size is 

20, the relative -frequency of. heads is 10/20 = 0.5. Likewise, the 

relative frequency of tails is 10/20. = O f5* • The cumulative fre

quency of heads and tails is 0.5'+ '0.5 = 1.0.-

With the distribution now in the form of Figure 2, the vertical 

scale can now be entered with random numbers between zero and one. 

Lines can be projected over until they intersect a vertical line of
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Heads Tails

Figure I. Example of "coin flipping" distribution
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Figure 2. Example of "coin flipping" cumulated distribution.
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the cumulative frequency distribution. If it intersects the first 

section, this indicates heads, the second indicates tails. Since 

a random number between zero and one has an equal chance of being 

helow and above .5, the simulation produces on the.average.as 

many heads as tails. This is what is desired as Figure I indi

cates.

Of course', Monte . Carlo Simulation is not needed to predict 

the flipping" of a coin. This does illustrate.that if the distri

bution is valid, which in this case it is, a large.number of flips 

would not be-needed to determine the outcome. For example, suppose 

an experiment was to be performed in which a person flipped a coin 

and took a step-forward if it landed heads and backward.if it. 

landed tails. Given that it was a fair coin, he would not have to. 

flip -the coin each time if he had a table of random numbers. If ■ 

the number selected in the table was,below 0.5 he would take a 

step forward and if ,it was above 0.5 he would take.a step backward.

This may seem trivial in the case of the coin. If however, a 

slope distribution is substituted. for the heads-tails distribution,. 

and a skidding cycle of several different machines is substituted 

for the ;flip of the coin, the illustration ceases.to be trivial.

Now a great amount of time and energy can be saved. . Distributions 

can also be formed for the other- variables required to predict 

cycle time. An-"a-priori" determination, as-Was possible with the



coin, would for this case be practically impossible.

Before'going'on it should bo emphasized what Monte Carlo 

Simulation-is not. ;It is not a method by which information is 

produced. 'Thei method- processes the information given to it and 

outputs thi same information in a more convenient form. This can 

then be used' for decision making or a variety of other uses (i.e., 

input to another" simulation). To illustrate that■the same thing 

comes out that goes in, suppose in the sample of 20 flipped coins 

12 had been heads and eight tails. Figure I and Figure 2 would 

now be'changed (dotted lines). The simulation would now.produce 

an output of' about 60%, heads and k0% tails in random order. For 

a fair coin, this would be- incorrect, but.then, so was the input 

distribution. The necessity of reliable sampling techniques is 

evident.

THE DISTRIBUTIONS

As was mentioned before there are thirteen different distri

butions used in this simulation. These will be described one- at 

a time. The computer program written for this simulation is general 

and will take any.thirteen distributions,. For this reason the sim

ulation is not limited to any area. The data, however, were taken 

in; the Gallatin National Forest and therefore should not be expected 

to hold for areas of different characteristics.
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I. General Slope Distribution

The general'slope distribution is given in Figure 3. This ' 

distribution represents a sample of the average slopes of 64- 

logging si-ties: • All of these sites were logged at least one year 

prior to the writing of this thesis. The measurements for .the 

slopes were taken at the same time other data were being compiled 

to determine the additional road cost in jammer skidding.

The following breakdown of this distribution into methods is 

shown in Table XXII.

TABLE XXII ,

SLOPE'BREAKDOWN BY-METHODS

Frequency Of- Frequency Of
Frequency Crawler Or J ammer■Or

Slope '# Sites Rubber-Tired Method High-Lead Method

.05 6' - 6 0

.10 8 7 I

.15 10 9 .1

.20 6 ' 4 2 - '

.25 9 5 4

.30 8 3 5

.35 . 9 5 4 .

. 40 ■' 2 I I
• .45 4. 0 4
.50 2 0 2 '

The method employed at each site could be determined from aerial 

photographs and on site inspection. When crawlers or rubber-tired 

skidders were used, 97.5%..of the time they were employed on average
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Slope

Figure 3« Distribution one, general slope.
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slopes of 35% or lower. Likewise it can Le seen that 91.7% of the 

time jammers were employed on slopes of 20% or more. For this rea

son the following classifications were set:

0-15% .... Low Slopes 
15-35% .... Medium Slopes 
35-50% .... High Slopes

It was' determined that low slopes would he skidded by.crawlers 

and rubber^tired skidders only; medium slopes would be skidded by 

all methods; high slopes would be skidded by the jammer and the 

high lead dnly. Since the high lead studied was observed to en

counter difficulty working on lower slopes, the above seemed to be 

a reasonable assumption for the high lead. For the other methods 

the distribution indicates these assumptions to be correct. Al

though it would be possible to work all methods on all slopes, the 

equations and distributions may yield false results in extreme 

cases.

The sole purpose of this first distribution, then, was to deter 

mine the methods that - should be employed. Since it is made up of 

average slopes it cannot be used to sample for slopes on each cycle. 

Likewise, slope distributions 2, 3 and 4 cannot be used to sample 

a general slope since they are made up of the readings of slope for 

each cycle. The slope for a given cycle, for instance may be ex

treme. Certain runs for the rubber-tired were on slopes of 60%.

But, to say that this machine worked all day on a slope averaging



HO,
60% would "be incorrect.

The random slope chosen- from distribution #1 was used to deter

mine which of the next three distributions would be sampled from 

for the sale; When the sale was finished (i.e. the board foot 

volume per sale was skidded by each method applicable), a sample • 

was taken again from distribution #1 to find the general slope of 

the next sile.

2. High Slope Distribution

If the general slope sample yielded a value of b0% or greater, 

then slopes for the individual skidding cycles were sampled from 

distribution #2 (Figure 4). In addition, only times for the high 

lead and the jammer were evaluated.

This distribution consists of'actual readings of slope taken 

during the-time-studies of the high lead and the jammer skidders.

The frequency is an estimate which was also taken from the data.

It is not the exact frequency of each slope as it appears in the 

time study data- "Because certain slopes that were- repeated a large 

number of times were not considered ter be representative in that 

frequency. ' The frequencies, however, are roughly proportional to 

the frequencies' of- slopes in the data. The same is true of dis

tributions #3 and #4.
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Slope

Figure 4, Distribution two, high slopes „
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3. M e d i m 5Slope' Distribution

The medium slope distribution (Figure 5) was used for a sample 

of slope for each cycle when the general slope distribution yielded 

a value greater than 3.5% and less than kO%. When the medium slope 

distribution was used, which was the majority of cases, all methods 

were assumed'applicable. This distribution consists of the addi

tion of distribution #2 and distribution #k.

4. Low Slope Distribution

When tiie’ general slope yielded a value of less than or equal 

to 15%, samples were taken from the low slope distribution (Figure 

6). The jdmmer'and high lead skidders were excluded from the anal

ysis for slopes of 15%'or lower.

Distribution #4 consists of slope readings that were taken for 

the crawler and rubber-tired skidders. The frequencies are approxi

mately proportional to the number of .readings taken on that slope 

-with a few exceptions. It was found that there was not a great 

enough difference to justify separate distributions for crawlers 

and rubber-tired skidders. The difference between distribution #2 

and- distribution #4 warrants having different distributions for the 

rolling machines (rubber-tired, crawlers) and the stationary machines 

(high lead, jammer). On sales where all the machines could work, a 

common distribution (#3) was used to obtain slopes for all methods.
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Slope

Figure 5- Distribution three, medium slopes.
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Figure 6. Distribution four, low slopes
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5. Crawler Distance Distribution

The distance that any of- the three crawlers traveled in a cycle 

was given by distribution #3 (Figure 7). .This distribution consists 

of the distance actually measured for each .cycle during the time 

studies on the crawlers. The.frequency is. the actual frequency of 

occurence of the distances observed. Distances .are to the nearest 

100 feet. It was found that there was not enough difference in 

distance traveled per cycle between the three .size crawlers to 

justify additional distributions for each size crawler.

6. Rubber-tired Skidder Distance Distribution

The distance that any of the rubber-tired skidders traveled in 

a cycle was given by distribution #6 (Figure 8). This distribution 

consists of the distance actually measured for each cycle during the 

time studies on the rubber-tired skidders. The frequency is the 

actual frequency of occurence of the distances observed. Distances 

are to the nearest 100 feet. There was not enough difference bet

ween the two classes of rubber-tired skidders studied to justify 

two different distributions. It is obvious that there is a differ

ence between distribution #6 and distribution #5•

One of the advantages.of the rubber-tired skidder over the 

crawler is its added speed. This resulted in having longer.skidding 

distances for the rubber-tired skidder. It would seem that this
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IOOO 1200
Distance In Feet

Figure 7 Distribution five, crawler distance
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12001000

Distance In Feet
Figure 8. Distribution six, rubber-tired skidder distance.
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would give the crawler an advantage•in the comparison. This is not 
necessarily the case since the crawler has the ability to build roads 
and landings, This ability might permit the crawler to move the logs 
a smaller distance. Of course, this is something that has not been 
measured and is therefore outside of the model. The crawler's flex
ibility should be considered by anyone who is applying the results of 
this model.

7. Jammer Distance Distribution

The .distance that the jammer moved a log is given by distribution 
(Figure 9)• This distribution also consists of distance measured 

for each cycle during the time studies. The frequency is the actual 
frequency of the distance (to the nearest 10 feet) in the data. 
Distances for the jammer, of course, vary significantly from those 
of the other methods. ,

The shorter distance for the jammer does not give it an advan
tage over the other methods. In the equation to determine net rela
tive profit, the additional road cost for the jammer is taken into 
account. There.was no distance distribution established for the 
high lead because distance proved.to be non-significant for the high 
lead in the regression analysis.

8, 9, 10, 11,- 12. ■ Logs Per Turn Distribution (each method)
The number of logs that each machine pulled per cycle is given
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Distance In Feet

Figure 9- Distribution seven, jammer distance.
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by the following distributions: 8 - small crawler,, 9 - medium crawler,

10 - large crawler, 11 - small rubber-tired, 12 - large rubber-tired 

(Figures 10-lU). There was no log distribution for the jammer that 

pulls one log only .,per turn. The high lead did not have a large 

range and was"limited to four chokers. Therefore, the average value 

of four logs per cycle was used in all cases for the high lead. These 

distributions are frequencies of the corresponding number of logs 

recorded for each cycle during the time studies for each of the skid- 

ders. The frequency distributions reflect the corresponding skidder's 

ability to free logs from the brush rather than its ability to skid 

the logs on the skid trail.

13. Board Feet Per Lbg Distribution

The board feet per log is given by distribution #13 (Figure 15). 

This estimate of board feet per log.was derived from the estimates of 

the weight, of the logs for each cycle, which came from a measurement 

of the volume of the■logs. The" board foot volume per load equaled 

the weight of the load in pounds divided by 11.3 (approx. of the 

conversion factor used by the mill). The board feet per log equaled 

the board feet per load divided by the number of logs in that load.

This calculation was performed for each cycle. The frequency is the 

number of cycles that"average the given board feet per log (to the 

nearest 20 board feet).
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Number Of Logs

Figure 10. Distribution eight, logs per cycle for small crawler.
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Number Of Logs

Figure 11, Distribution nine, logs per cycle for medium crawler.
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Number Of Logs

Figure 12. Distribution ten, logs per cycle for large crawler.
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Number Of Logs
Figure 13. Distribution eleven, logs per cycle for 

small rubber-tired skidder.
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Number Of Logs
Figure l4„ Distribution twelve, logs per cycle for 

large rubber-tired skidder.
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Board Feet Per Log

Figure 15- Distribution thirteen, board feet per log (all methods).
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THE'MODEL

Now that the distributions have been formed, they can be used 

as input into the simulation model. It is important to note that 

the model was formed prior to forming the distributions. In this 

case, however, the model was not formed .prior to data collection.

At the heart of the model is the use of the established re

gression equations to predict cycle.time. The cycle time is then 

converted into a production rate per hour from which is subtracted 

the cost per.hour to yield a relative profit. Instead of taking 

actual slopes, distances, etc. for the equations, these values are 

simulated from their distributions. This process, is diagrammed for 

the small crawler in Figure l6. The other methods would have 

similar charts associated with them.

In Figure l6 it is assumed that the small crawler is employed 

on a medium slope sale. It could also' have been employed on a low 

slope sale. The process would have been the same. The diagram is 

self explanatory with the possible exception of the calculation of 

relative profit.• The relative profit per hour is found by multi

plying the production rate per hour (MBF.) times the price re

ceived per MBF. ($7.50) and subtracting the cost per hour to own 

and operate the machine ($5.36 for the small crawler). Estimates 

of price received per thousand board feet and cost per hour were 

obtained from thq Forestry Sciences Laboratory at Bozeman, Montana.
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START

hO%( Use high 
slope 

Dist. #2

Use low
Sim. general slope Dist. #1slope

Dist. #4
35% .> Slope >_ 20%

Is sale completed
for small crawler?

Sim. medium slope 
(Slop) Dist. #3

Calculate 
Relative 
Profit ,Sim. crawler distance 

(Discat) Dist. #5

Sim. no. logs per cycle 
for small crawler 
(XLD2) Dist. #8

Go to 
other 

methodsSim. board feet per log 
(FPL)Dist. #13

Time for this cycle =
.04293 + .20339 (Slop)

+ .00018 (DISCAT) + .02415 (XLD2)

Average the time and production

Figure l6 Flow diagram for small crawler simulation
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All assumed, constants were the same as those used in the prediction 

"by regression analysis.

PROCEDURE FOR USING THE"MODEL

Evaluation of the" above model would be practically impossible 

without the use of a 'computer. A FORTRAN II-D program was written 

and the IBM 1620-11 computer at Montana State University was used 

to perform the analysis. The.program printed out the relative 

profits of the machines for each imaginary sale. There were 109 

sales of 10,000 board feet each"finally run.before an average was 

output. The' sale.size of 10,000 board feet was chosen because of
'I

limited computer'time. This would be skidding.100 logs of 100 

board feet each or about twenty"runs of the average crawler. The 

variability was .leveled more by the large number of sales than by 

the large number" of runs within a sale. All of the above para

meters mentioned in this paragraph (sale size, number of sales, etc.) 

could be varied by appropriate control cards in the program.

FINAL OUTPUT

The summary of the output,is given in Table XXIII.

Of all of the machines the jammer method in general is 

economically superior. Other considerations must'be taken into 

account. The jammer requires more roads and,, although the cost 

of these roads is included in the relative profit, the cost in
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terms of'conservation is not. There are circumstances where it 

is not"permissible t o 'use the jammer. In addition to being the 

most variable .(Standard- deviation = 8 .7 6 ), the jammer can only 

be used at 6 5.1 .̂% of the sites under the established criterion 

(i.e., see 'Distribution #l) .

TABLE XXIIl

SUMMARY OF SIMULATION OUTPUT

Type Of. Skidder/ Average Standard Deviation Percent Used
Small Crawler 1 0 .6 1 - 2.59 95.4
Medium ,Crawler 11.30 2.80 95.4
Large Crawler 19.72 4.71 95.4
Small Rubber-Tired 21.U5 3.40 95.4
Large Rubber-Tired 18.78 3.63. 95.4 '
High Lead 2 0 .3 0 4.27 • 65.14
Jammer 49.71 ' 8.76- 65.14

The large.crawler,rubber-tired skidders, and the high lead are 

very close together. Quite possible other factors, such as personal 

familiarity of the contractor, could far outweigh the slight differ

ence between these four- methods. The additional investment into the 

large crawler is advisable over the small crawler machines.

CONCLUSION

• This simulation- is not an end in itself, but can also be used 

- in’ future projects. The above analysis is for one set of data and
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therefore the' results should not be taken as a general solution 

Plans are Currently being made to use this simulation technique 

for the evaluation of other skidding systems. In-addition, 

programs are being written-to evaluate.log making, loading, and 

hauling. In"this way entire logging systems can be compared 

economically. Other applications of this method, such as in 

balancing subsystems within the system are also being explored.
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